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CHAPTER-1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
 Siddha system of Medicine is an integral part of Indian culture over a span of 
5000 yrs. Of all the systems of Medicine practiced all over the world, it is 
undoubtedly the oldest transcending centuries and millenniums. 
 
 The word ‘Siddha’ means ‘SIDDHI” which means ‘Perfection’, ‘Heavenly 
bliss’ or ‘An object to be achieved’. 
 
 Siddha system has its origin from Saivism, (ie) Lord Shiva who disclosed the 
secret to Parvathi, then to Nandhi Devar, which was later passed on to the 18 siddhars.  
 
The Siddhars were the great spiritual scientists in ancient times with high 
intellectual spiritual and supernatural faculties. The Siddhars dominated in their 
contribution to the Siddha system in all fields of science, ie., Astrology, Astronomy,  
Medicine, Alchemy, Philosophy, Chemistry, Rejuvenation, Immortality, Magic and 
Metaphysics. Relating to Medicine, the Siddhars have utilized Herbs, Metals,  
Minerals and Animal Products. 
 
 Siddha Medicine, the Traditional Tamil Medicine is the first system to 
emphasize health as the perfect state of physical, psychological, social and spiritual 
component of a human body. 
 
   “dml<hii<!npqbqz<!dbqvii<!npqui<!
! ! ! kqml<hm!olb<Riel<!OsvUl<!lim<mii<!
! ! ! dml<jh!uti<g<Gl<!dhibl<!nxqf<Ok!
! ! ! dml<jh!uti<k<Oke<!dbqi<uti<k<!OkOe”!
. kqV&zi< 
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Thirumoolar stresses the importance of maintaining a healthy body. He says 
that when one’s body deteriorates, the soul also deteriorates, and prevents the person 
from attaining meignanam. He says that by knowing the methods of protecting the 
body from deterioration can obtain longevity of the soul. 
 
Siddhars have mentioned the functions and constituents of the body in a 
beautiful way. All the things in this universe including man are made up of five basic 
elements namely ‘Pancha Boothams’. They are Mann, Neer, Thee, Vaayu and 
Aagayam. 
 
And thus ‘Uyir Thathukal’ namely Vali, Azhal and Iyyam are also formed by 
the combination of Pancha Bootham’s  
 
Food habits and daily activity of an individual play a major role in causing 
disease. 
 
Regarding food , it consists of 6 tastes, Enippu, Pulipu, Kaipu, Thuvarpu, 
Kaarpu, Uvarpu. They are made up of Pancha Bootham’s. When taking food in an 
abnormal proportion the five elements alter the Uyir Thathus and ends up in disease.  
 
Prevention and cure of illnesses are the basic aims of any system of medicine. 
But our system has in addition, transcentral motivation, a concern for what might be 
called the immortality of the body, as the soul also is immortal. 
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1.1 SIDDHA PHYSIOLOGY 
 
All the existing things in this world and universe around it are made up by the 
five basic elements, namely Aagayam (Space), Vaayu  (Air), Thee (Fire), Neer 
(Water), and Mann (Earth).They are called the Fundamental Boothams (Elements).!!
!
These elements constituting the human body and other worldly substances are 
explained as Pancheekaranam (Mutual Intra Inclusion). Anyone of these elements 
cannot act independently by itself . They can act only in co-ordination with the other 
four elements. The living creatures and the non-living things are made up of these five 
elements. !
!
dzgl<!hR<s!h,kl<!
“fqzl<!fQIkQutq!uqSl<Ohijmf<Kl<!
gzf<klbg<!gLzgl<!Nkzqe<”!
! ! ! ! .!okiz<gih<hqbl<!.!ohiVtkqgivl<!
Okg!hR<s!h,kl<!
“kzr<gim<c!-f<ks<!smlie!Jl<h,kl<!
fqzr<gim<c!fQI!gim<c!fqe<xqMf<!kQ!gim<c!
uzr<gim<c!uiBuiz<!utIf<Ok!-Vf<k!
Gzr<gim<c!uieqz<!Gcbib<!-Vf<kOk/!! ! ! !
.!hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<!
!
As per the above lines the Universe and the human body are made of five 
elements 
 
1.1.1 THE 96 BASIC PRINCIPLES (96 Thathuvam) 
Siddhars described 96 principles as the constituents of Human being. They 
include Physical, Physiological, Psychological and Intellectual components of a 
person. They are nothing but the manifestations of the five basic Elements.  
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Bootham - 5 (Elements) 
• Aakaayam  –  Space 
• Vaayu   –  Air 
• Thee   –  Fire 
• Neer   –  Water  
• Mann   –  Earth 
 
Pori - 5 (Sense organs) 
• Sevi (Ear)   –  It is a component of Aagayam bootham 
• Mei (Skin)   –  It is a component of Vaayu bootham 
• Kan (Eye)   –  It is a component of Thee bootham 
• Naakku (Tongue)  –  It is a component of Neer  bootham  
• Mookku (Nose) –  It is a component of Mann bootham 
 
Pulan - 5 (Functions of sense organs) 
• Kaetal    –  Hearing, It is a component of Aagayam bootham 
• Thoduthal   –  Touch, It is a component of Vaayu bootham 
• Paarthal   –  Vision,  It is a component of Thee bootham 
• Suvaithal   –  Taste, It is a component of Neer  bootham  
• Nugarthal   –  Smell, It is a component of Mann bootham  
 
Kanmenthiriyam - 5 (Motor organs) 
• Vaai (Mouth)   –  The speech occur in relation with Space element 
• Kaal (Leg)    –  The walking take place in relation with Air element 
• Kai (Hands)    – Giving and taking are carried out with the Fire  
                                         element. 
• Eruvaai (Rectum)          –  The excreta is removed in association with water  
  element 
• Karuvaai (Sex Organs)  – The sexual acts are carried out in association with the  
                                                    earth  element 
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Kanmavidayam -5 (Functions of Motor organs) 
• Vaarthaiyadal   - Speech!
• Nadathal   - Walking!
• Kodukal, Vaangal - Giving and taking!
• Malam Kazhithal - Defecation!
• Magizhthal  - Sexual act!
 
Antha Karanam - 4 (Intellectual faculties) 
• Manam   – Thinking of a thing 
• Bhuddhi   – Deep thinking or analyzing of the same thought  
• Agankaaram   – Determination to accomplish 
• Siddham   – The deciding faculty to finishing it. 
 
Arivu - 1 (Wisdom of self realization) 
 
Naadi - 10 (Channels of life force responsible for the dynamics of Pranan) 
• Idakalai  –  Starts from the right big toe and ends at the left nostril.  
• Pinkalai  –  Starts from the left big toe and ends at the right nostril. 
• Suzhumunai  –  Starts from moolaathaaram and extends upto centre of head. 
• Siguvai  –  Located at the root of  tongue and  helps in swallowing. 
• Purudan  –  Located in right eye. 
• Kanthari  –  Located in left eye. 
• Atthi             –  Located in right ear. 
• Allampudai   –  Located in left ear. 
• Sanguni   –  Located in genital organ. 
• Gugu   –  Located in anorectal region. 
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Vayu - 10 (Vital nerve force which is responsible for all kinds of movements) 
• Uyir kaal (Praanan):   
This is responsible for the respiration of the tissues and 
digestion of the food taken in. 
 
• Keel nokku kaal (abaanan):   
It lies below the umbilicus. It is responsible for the  
downward/onward  expulsions of stools and urine. 
 
• Paravu kaal(viyaanan):  
This is responsible for the motor and sensory function 
of the entire body and the distribution of nutrient to  the 
various tissues 
 
• Mael nokku kaal (Uthaanan):  
It originates from utharakini. It is responsible for 
digestion, absorption, and distribution of food 
• Nadu kaal (Samaanan):    
This is responsible for the physical activities of the Vali, 
i.e. Praanan, abaanan, viyaanan.and uthaanan etc. 
Moreover it is responsible for the nutrient and water 
balance of the body. 
 
• Naagan:   
It is responsible for the movements of the eye. 
 
• Koorman:     
It is responsible for the opening and closing of the  eyes 
and vision. Responsible for yawning. 
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• Kirukaran:    
It is responsible for the moisture of the tongue and  
nose. Responsible for cough and sneezing and induce  
hunger.    
 
• Devathathan:     
This aggravates the emotional disturbances like anger, 
lust, frustration etc. An emotional disturbances 
influence is to a great extent the physiological activities 
to be responsible for the emotional upsets. 
 
• Dhanancheyan:            Responsible for the plethora of the body           
Expelled from the head  three days after the death. 
Asayam - 5 (Visceral Cavities) 
• Amarvasayam      –  Stomach (digestive organ). It lodges the ingested        
food.  
• Pakirvasayam   –  Small Intestine. The digestion of food, separation and  
       absorption of saaram from the digested  
       food are done by this asayam.  
 
• Malavasayam   –  Large Intestine, especially rectum. 
Responsible for the  expulsion of undigested food    
parts  and flatus. 
• Chalavasayam  –  Urinary Bladder, kidney.                                               
                       Responsible for the formation and excretion of urine. 
 
• Suckilavasayam  –  Genital organs. Place for the formation and growth of  
  the sperm and ovum 
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Kosam - 5 (Five States of the Human Body or Sheath) 
• Annamaya Kosam  - Physical Sheath (Gastro intestinal system) 
• Pranamaya Kosam  - Respiratory Sheath (Respiratory system) 
• Manomaya Kosam  - Mental Sheath (Cardio vascular system)  
• Vignanamaya Kosam  - Intellectual Sheath (Nervous system) 
• Ananthamaya Kosam  - Blissful Sheath (Reproductive system) 
Aatharam - 6 (Stations of Soul) 
• Moolatharam: 
 Situated at the base of spinal column between genital organ 
and    anal orifice. Letter  “Yl<” is inscribed 
• Swathitanam:     
Located 2 finger above the Mooladharam, (i.e) between genital 
and   navel region. Letter “f” is inscribed. Earth element 
attributed to this region. 
• Manipooragam:  
Located 8 finger above the Swathitanam, (i.e) at the naval 
center.    Letter “l” is inscribed. Element is water. 
• Anaakatham:               
Located 10 finger above Manipooragam, (i.e)  location of heart. 
Letter “sq” is inscribed. Element is Fire. 
• Visuthi: 
Located 10 fingers above the Anaakatham (i.e) located in 
throat. Letter “u” is inscribed. Element is Air. 
• Aakinai:  
Located between two eye brows. Element is Space. Letter “b” 
is   inscribed. 
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Mandalam - 3 (Regions) 
• Thee Mandalam(Agni Mandalam):   
Fire Region, found 2 fingers width  above the Moolathaaram 
 
• Gnayiru Mandalam(Soorya Mandalam):   
Solar Region, located at 4 fingers width above the umbilicus. 
 
• Thingal Mandalam(Chandra Mandalam):  
Lunar Region, located at the center of  two eye brows 
 
Malam - 3 (Three Impurities of the Soul) 
• Aanavam:  
This act makes clarity of thought, knowing power of the soul, 
yielding to the egocentric consciousness like ‘I’ and ‘Mine’ 
considering everything is to his own. 
• Kanmam:  
Goes in collustion with the other two responsible for incurring 
Paavam (the Sin) and Punniyam (virtuous deed). 
• Mayai:    
Claiming   ownership of the property of some one else and 
inviting troubles. 
Thodam - 3 (Three Humors) 
• Vali (Vatham)     - It is creative force. Formed by Vaayu and Aakaya  bootham 
• Azhal (Pitham)    - It is protective force. Formed by Thee bootham  
• Iyyam (Kapham)  - It is destructive force. Formed by Mann and Neer bootham 
Eadanai - 3 (Physical Bindings) 
• Porul Patru   - Material bindings 
• Puthalvar Patru  - Offspring bindings 
• Ulaga Patru   - Worldly bindings 
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Gunam - 3 (Three Cosmic qualities) 
• Sathuvam (Characters of Renunciation or Ascetic Virtues)  
The grace, control of sense, wisdom, penance, generosity, 
excellence, silence, truthfulness are the 8 traits  
• Raso (Characters of Ruler)  
Enthusiasm, wisdom, valour, virtue, offering gift, art of 
learning, listening are the 8 traits  
• Thamo  (Immoral Characters)  
Immortality, lust, killing, laziness, violation of justice, 
gluttonousness, false hood, forgetfulness, fraud. 
Vinai - 2 (Acts) 
• Nalvinai  - Good Acts 
• Theevinai  - Bad Acts 
Ragam - 8 (The Eight Passions) 
• Kamam - Desire 
• Kurotham - Hatred 
• Ulobam - Stingy 
• Moham           - Infatuation  (Intense or Sexual desire) 
• Matham - Pride (The feeling of respect towards yourself) 
• Macharyam - Internal Conflict 
• Idumbai - Mockery 
• Ahankaram - Ego 
Avathai - 5 (Five States of Consciousness) 
• Ninaivu              - Wakefulness with the 14 karuvikaranathigal (5 pulan, 5  
kanmaenthiriyam and   4 karanam)  and feels the good 
and sad things.  
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• Kanavu              - Dreams. In these 10 karuvikaranathigal (5 pulan,  
5 kanmaenthiriyam) except karanam present in the  
neck. 
 
• Urakkam            - Sleep. The state in which hearing and seeing can’t   
explained to others. The respiration present in the heart. 
 
• Perurakkam           - Repose (Tranquil or Peaceful State). The seevaanma  
stands in the naabi, producing the respiration. 
 
• Uyirpadakkam         - Insensibility to Surroundings.The seevaanma goes to  
moolathaaram and produce insensibility. 
1.1.2 THE UYIR THATHUKKAL 
Our Siddha system is based on the humoral theory. The three humors 
described in the Siddha medicine is a golden line continuous in physiology, and 
treatment or management. The 3 humors are called by different terminologies, 
Thosham, Uyirthathu, Kutram.   
They are the  physiological units of the Human body. They are Vali (Vatham), 
Azhal (Pitham) and Iyyam (Kapham). They are  formed by the combination of the 
five elements. Accordingly Vali formed by the combination of Vali (Air) and 
Aagayam (Space). This is the Creative force. Azhal formed by Thee (Fire). This is the 
Force of Preservation. Iyyam formed by Mann (Earth) and Neer (Water). This is the 
Destructive Force. These three humours are in the ratio 4:2:1 in equilibrium or 
Normal condition, they are called as the Life Forces. 
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“ohir<gqb!jkf<Kg<Gt<!ohiz<zikK!-l<!&e<Xkie<!
kr<gqb!uiB!slk<ke<!lgiuikl<!
hr<gqb!ue<eqbiz<!hGf<kK!hqk<kOl!
hGf<k!szk<kqz<!hiqsqg<Gl<!fz<jzBl<!
uGf<k!-l<&e<xiz<!utIf<kK!Ofiobz<zil<!
nGf<kK!kiexqf<K!ntuqm<m!Obigqgt<!
lgqp<f<Ok!bqkqz<!fqe<x!lbg<gl<!nxquiOx”/!
!!!!!!!!!.!hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<!
!
The formation of Uyir Thathukkal 
 
“uf<kgjz!&e<xqz<!uiBuilhieEme<!!
kf<k!hqvi{e<!slieEl<!.!sf<kLxg<!
%m<MxU!Ovsqk<kz<!%Xl<!uikl<!hqk<kl<!
fim<Mr<ghOlbil<!fiM”!
! ! ! ! ! .!g{<[silqbl<!
 
&ujg!ficBl<!dbqI!kiKUl<!
“kiK!Ljxob!keq-jm!uiklil<!
OhiKX!hqe<gjz!Hge<xK!hqk<klil<!
liK!SpqLje!upr<gqMl<!Jblil<!
YK!Ljx!hiIk<K!d{If<kuI!sqk<kOv”/!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si <^kqvl!
&ujg!uiBUl<!dbqI!kiKUl<!
“d{If<k!nhiee<!dXl<!nf<k!uikk<kqz<!
H{If<k!hqvi{e<!HGl<!nf<kh<!hqk<kk<kqz<!
nj{f<k!sliee<!nmr<Gl<!ghk<okiM!
-j{f<kqju!&e<Xg<G!wMk<kGxq!ye<Ox”/!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl< 
The vali naadi is formed by the Abaanan and Idagalai. The Azhal nadi is 
formed by Praanan and Pinkalai . The Iyya naadi is formed by Samaanan and 
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Suzhumunai  
 
1. Vali (Vatham) 
 Vali is soft, fine and the temperature (coolness and hotness) could be felt by 
touch. 
• The sites of Vatha  
According to vaithya sathakam, vali dwells in the following places: 
 
“nespe;jpl;lthjk ghdj;ij gw;wp 
!fqjxf<kqjmjbs<!OsIf<Kfkqg<Gg<!gQOp!fqe<X!
!Gtqi<f<kqm<m!&zk<K~omPf<K!gil!
!ogicbqjmjbh<!hx<xqobPr<!G{k<jkh<!hiOv”!
“ G{lie!ouZl<H!Olx<oxig<jg!fic!
!!GpiliG!olPhk<kQvibqvk<jks<!Osi<f<K!
!fq{lie!ohiVf<kqmLl<!Ovilg<giZl<!
!!fqjxuir<gq!uir<gqsolz<zil<!hxf<K!!
! ! ! l{lieuqf<K!uqplzfQi<!ohb<b!
! ! ! !upqgim<cg<giz<!fim<c!
! ! ! uikolr<Gr<gzf<K!kiOe” 
! ! ! ! ! ! ! .!juk<kqb!skgl<!
!
Umbilicus, rectum, faecal matters, abdomen, anus, bones, hip joint 
navel plexus, joints, hair follicle and muscles. 
 
“nxqf<kqMl<!uik!lmr<G!lzk<kqeqz<”!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! .!kqV&zI!
 
“fiole<x!uikk<Kg<!gqVh<hqmOl!Ogtib<!
fihqg<Gg<!gQope<X!fuqz!ziGl<”!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! .!B,gq!LequI!
 
According to Saint Thirumoolar and Yuki muni, the places of vatham are the 
anus and below the naval region. 
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• Properties of Vali: 
“YPr<GmOe!kiOkp<!&s<Osir<gq!-br<g!
wPs<sqohx!wh<h{qBlix<x!wPf<kqiqb!
Ougl<!Hze<gTg<G!Olus<!SXSXh<H!
uigtqg<Gl<!lif<kIg<G!uiB”!
! ! ! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!sqk<k!lVk<Kuir<g!SVg<gl<!
 
• The following are the natural properties of Vatham  
1. To stimulate the respiration 
2. To activate the body, mind and the intellect. 
3. To expel the fourteen different types of natural reflexes. 
4. To activate the seven physical constituents in functional co- 
ordination. 
5. To strengthen the five sense organs. 
 
In the above process vatham plays a vital role to assist the body functions. 
 
2. Azhal (Pitham)  
The nature of Azhal is atomic. It is sharp and hot. The ghee becomes watery, 
salt crystalies and jaggery melts because of heat. The heat of Azhal is responsible for 
many actions and their reactions. 
 
• The seat of Azhal 
“jhdhd gpj;jk; gpq;fiyiag;gw;wpr; 
   rha;thd gpuhzthA jd;idr; Nrh;e;J 
 Cdhd ePh;g;igapy; mZfp %yj; 
   Jjpj;njoe;jtf;fpdpia cwTnra;J 
 khNdNfdpUjaj;jpypUg;G khfp 
   kayhfp epidthfp kaf;fkhfp 
 fhdhd rpue;jdpNy ,uf;fkhfpf; 
   nfhz;L epd;w gpj;jepiy $wpNdhNk” 
                - itj;jpa rjfk; 
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“gphpe;jpLk;gpj;jk; NguhQ;ryj;jpdpy;” 
    - jpU%yh; 
 
“ Nghnkd;w gpj;jj;Jf;fpUg;gplNk Nfsha; 
  Nguhd fz;lj;;jpd; fPojhFk;” 
    - A+fpKdpth; 
 
 According to vaithiya sathagam, the pingalai, urinary bladder, stomach, 
stomach and heart are the places where Azhal sustains. In addition to the above 
places, the umbilicus, epigastric region, stomach, sweat, saliva, blood, essence of 
food, eyes and skin are also the places where Azhal sustains. Yugi muni says that the 
Azhal sustains in urine and the places below the neck. 
 
• The character of Azhal 
Azhal is responsible for the digestion, vision, maintenance, of 
the body temperature, hunger, thirst, taste etc. its other 
functions include thought, knowledge, strength and softness. 
 
• The functions of Azhal 
1. Maintenance of body temperature 
2. Produces reddish or yellowish colour of the body. 
3. Produce heat energy on digestion of food. 
4. Produces sweating 
5. Induces giddiness. 
6. Produces blood and the excess blood is let out. 
7. Gives yellowish colouration to the skin,eyes, faeces and 
urine 
8. Produce anger, heat, burning sensation, inaction and 
determination.  
9. Gives bitter or sour taste. 
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• The types of Azhal 
1. Aakkanal - Anala pitham or Pasaka pitham -The fire of 
digestion. 
It lies between the stomach and the intestine and causes 
digestion and dries up the moist ingested substance. 
2. Vanna eri – Ranjaga pitham - Blood promoting fire 
The fire lies in the stomach and gives red colour to the chyme 
and produces blood. It improves blood. 
3. Aatralanki – Saathaga pitham – The fire of energy. 
It gives energy to do the work. 
4. Ulloli thee – Prasaka pitham – The fire of brightness. 
It gives colour, complexion and brightness to the skin. 
5. Nokku Azhal – Alosaga pitham – The fire of vision. 
It lies in the eyes and causes the faculty of vision. It helps to 
visualize things. 
3. Iyyam (Kapam): 
• The nature of Iyyam 
Greasy, cool, dull, viscous, soft and compact are the nature of 
Iyyam. 
 
• Seats of Iyyam!
“$wpNdhk; rpNyw;gdkJ rkhdthA 
   nfhOfpalh RopKidiag; gw;wp tpe;jpy; 
  rPwpNa rpurpyhf;fpidiar; Nrh;e;J  
  rpq;Fit az;zhf;F epzkr;ir uj;jk; 
  kPwpNa epwq;Nfhzk; euk;ngYk;gpy; 
  NktpaNjhh; %is ngUq;Flypw; fz;zpy; 
  NjwpaNjhh; nghUe;jplq;fnsy;yhQ; 
   Nrh;e;J rpNyl;LkkJ tPw;wpUf;Fe;jplq;fz;lhNa” 
      - itj;jparjfk;  
 
Head, tongue, eyes, nose, throat, thorax, bone, bone marrow, joints, blood, fat, 
sperm and colon are the seats of Iyyam. It also lies in the stomach, spleen, the 
pancreas, chyle and lymph. 
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• The natural quality of Iyyam!
Stability, greasiness, formation of joints, the ability to withstand 
hunger, thirst, sorrow and distress are the qualities. It also helps to 
withstand sufferings.!
!
• Functions of Iyyam!
Greasiness, strength, roughness, knowledge, cool, growth, 
heaviness of bone, restriction of  joint movements, pallor, 
indigestion, deep sleep and  to have a sweet taste in tongue are the 
function of Iyyam.The skin, eyes, faeces and urine are white in 
colour due to the influence of Iyyam. 
 
• Five types of Iyyam: 
1. Ali iyyam   - Avalambagam  
Heart is the seat of Avalambagam. It controls all other     types  
of   Iyyam 
2. Neerpi iyyam  - Kilethagam:  
Its location is stomach. It gives moisture and softness to the 
ingested food.  
3. Suvai kaan iyyam  -Pothagam:   
Its location is tongue. It is responsible for the sense of  taste. 
4. Niraivu iyyam   - Tharpagam    
It gives coolness to the vision. 
5. Ondri iyyam  - Santhigam 
It gives lubrication to the bones particularly in the joints.    
1.1.3 THE UDAL THATHUKKAL  
Udal Thathukkal is the basic physical constituents of the body. They are also 
constituted by the Five Elements.  
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Seven physical constituents of the body: 
 
1. Saaram - This gives mental and physical perseverance. 
2. Chenneer - Imparts colour to the body and nourishes the body  
3. Oon - It gives shape to the body according to the physical 
           activity and covers the bones. 
4. Kozhuppu - It lubricates the joints and other parts of the body to  
           function smoothly. 
5. Enbu - Supports the frame and responsible for the postures and 
            movements of the body. 
6. Moolai - It occupies the medulla of the bones and gives strength  
            and softness to them. 
7. Sukkilam - It is responsible for reproduction. 
These are the seven basic constituents that form the Physical Body. The Bones 
are predominantly formed by the Earth component, but other elements are also 
present in it. All the three humuors Vali, Azhal and Iyyam present in this 7 
constituents. The intake food converted to udal thaadus in which the intake food is 
converted to saaram in the first day, and then it converted to chenneer in the second 
day, oon, kozhuppu, enbu, moolai and sukkilam respectively in the following days. So 
in the seventh day only the intake food goes to the sukkilam. 
1.1.4 UDAL THEE (Four kinds of body fire) 
       There are four kinds of body fire.  They are Samaakkini, Vishamaakkini, 
Deeshaakkini and Manthaakkini. 
 
1. Samaakkini 
The digestive fire is called as Samaakkini.  This is constituted 
by Samana Vayu,Anala Pitham and kilethaga Kapham.  If they 
are in normal proportion then it is called as Samakkini. It is 
responsible for the normal digestion of the food. 
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2. Vishamaakkini 
Due to deranged and displaced Samana Vayu, it takes a longer 
time for digestion of normal food.  It is responsible for the 
indigestion due to slow digestion. 
 
3. Deeshaakkini 
The samana vayu rounds up the Azhal, which leads to 
increased Anala Pitham, so food is digested faster.  
 
4. Manthaakkini 
The samana vayu rounds up the Iyyam, which leads to 
increased kilethaga Kapham. There fore food is poorly digested 
for a very longer period and leads to abdominal pain, distention 
heaviness of the body etc. 
 
1.1.5 THINAI 
• There are five thinai (the land) 
1.  Kurinchi  -  Mountain  
2. Mullai  -  Forest 
3. Marudham -  Agricultural land 
4. Neidhal - The coastal area 
5. Paalai  - Desert 
 
• Features of the five regions  
1. Kurinchi 
 
                      “GxqR<sq!uvfqzk<kqx<!ogix<xL{<c!vk<kl<!
!!!!!!! ! dxqR<sq!uVSvL!L{<mil<<!.!nxqRjvg<!
!!!!!!! ! jgbOl!kr<Gkvk<!kijluz<jz!Br<gkqg<Gl<<!
!!!!!! ! JbOl!kr<Gl<!nxq/” 
                                        - hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
!
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Fever causing anemia, any abnormal enlargement in the abdominal organ 
(Vayitril aamai katti). Also leads to Iyya disease  
 
2. Mullai 
 
                “Lz<jz!fqzk<kjlb!Lf<fqjv!OluqElu<!
!!!!!!! ! ouz<jz!fqjzk<khqk<k!olb<KXr<gi{<!.!nz<zoueqe<!
uikolipq!bikkE{<!le<E!ljuupqOfib<h<!!
!!!!! ! Ohkolipq!bikjxbh<!hqe<H”/!
                                       - hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
 
This mullai land leads to the Azhal disease, and Vali  disease. 
 
3. Marudham 
 
                    “lVkfqz!fe<eQI!utolie<jxg<!ogi{<Om!
!!!!!!!!! !ohiVkeqz!likqbOfib<!Ohig<Gl<<!.!gVkfqzk<!
!!!!!!!!! !kixqvkR<!S,p!nVf<Kuove<!xix<hq{qobz<!
!!!!!!!!! !OzxqvkR<!S,p<Huqg<G!lqz<”/!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!    - hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
!
All the Vali, Azhal and Iyyam disease will be cured in this land.  
 
4. Neidhal 
 
                       “ofb<keqz!OlZh<jh!fQr<gi!KxqElK !
!!!!!!!!! !oub<keqz!Olkr<G!uQmiGl<!.!ofib<kQe<!
!!!!!!!!! !lVr<Gmjz!lqg<gig<Gl<<!uz<ZXh<jhuQg<Gl<<!
!!!!!!!!! !gVr<Gmjzg<!gQpqxg<Gr<!gi{</” 
                                                                 - hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q!
 
This place induces Vali diseases and affects liver and intestines. 
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5. Paalai 
 
                         “hijz!fqzl<Ohix<!hmjvh<!hqxh<hqg<g!
!!!!!!!!! !!!Oljzfqz!lQbiK!uqiqk<kx<G!–!Oujzfqz!
!!!!!!!!!! !!!Lh<hq{qg<Gl<!-z<zil<!LjxOb!bux<xigzil/<!
!!!!!!!!!! !!!wh<hq{qg<G!lqz<zil0!ok{</” 
!hkiIk<k!G{!sqf<kil{q 
 
This land produces all the three Vali, Azhal and Iyyam disease 
 
1.1.6 KAALAM 
 Ancient Tamilians had divisions over the year into different seasons known as 
Perumpozhudhu and likewise in the day, it is known as Sirupozhudhu 
 
Perumpozhudhu: 
  The year is divided into six seasons.  They are, 
1. Kaarkalam  
2. Koothir  
3. Munpani  
4. Pin pani  
5. Ilavenil  
6. Mudhuvenil  
 
Sirupozhudhu 
 The day has been divided into six yamams of four hours each.  They are 
Maalai (evening), Idaiyammam (Midnight), Vaikarai (Dawn), Kaalai (Morning), 
Nannpakal (Noon), Erpaddu (Afternoon). The each Perumpozhuthu and sirupozhuthu 
are associated with the three humours naturaly.  
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  1.1.7 SIDDHA  ANATOMY 
As per the literature Pathinen Siddhar nadi sasthiram the Siddha 
anatomy were found.  
“nr<Gzf<oki{<[~x<xxluvuIjgbiz<!olb<ki!
! ! ! lqr<gkqIGjxukiGlqjxs<sqF~x<xqVhk<jkf<K!
! ! ! hr<Ggt<!hzliole<!hix<hiIju!Osiqv{<Mg{<[r<!
! ! ! gr<Gz<!OhizpGli!OkgpR<sqv{<miGr<g{<mib<!
! ! ! g{<[Xfisq!&e<XgpR<Sgivr<gt<fig<G!
! ! ! f{<[Xge<eR<Osvfix<gpR<siGolb<bqz<!
! ! ! F{<{qbouZl<!ohziF~x<oxiVhk<Khzliole<hi!
! ! ! ov{<[XlQxzie!oke<hzol{<{ziOl, 
! ! ! we<ELh<hzOl&jtbqeqs<!sqXGmzqeQt 
! ! ! Le<ELh<hk<kqv{<M!Lpoles<osiz<zziGl<!
! ! ! he<ELf<kiljvg<gib<hzjlf<K!ol{<{ziGl<!
! ! ! he<Efix<gpR<Shk<Kjuh<Hvl<hiIjug{<mib<,! !
hib<f<okPsbLe<eipqhk<K&Upg<Gs<!Osiiq!
! ! ! Nb<f<kefipqB,XlxquqOeiMbqvil<fic!
! ! ! Wb<f<kOkiMovP!hk<kQvibqvlju!obZl<jhh<!hqe<eqk<!
! ! ! Wb<f<kjeuqbikqbigk<kqxLmeqbr<Gf<kiOe”!!
   .!!hiqH,v{!fic!
The Height of once individual is 96 finger of his own finger.the total mucle 
weight is 125 palam, Each Eye - 2 Kalanchi weight,  Nose - 3 Kalanchi Edai, Tongue 
-4 Kalanchi edai,  total bones weight - 120 palm, Liver - 8 palm, the total gastro 
intestinal tract length is 32 Muzham, Moolai  is 8 palm. Blood - 30 uzhakku and 
72000 Nadikal.  
 
1.1.8.THE ASTROLOGY 
Macrocosm and  microcosm 
Man is said to be microcosm, and the world is macrocosm; because what exist 
in the world exist in man. Man is an integral part of universal nature. The forces in the 
microcosm (man) are identical with the forces of the macrocosm (world).The natural 
forces acting in and through the various organs of the body are intimately related to 
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the similar or corresponding forces acting in and through the organism of the world. 
This closely follows the Siddhars doctrine 
“n{<mk<kq!Zt<tOk!hq{<ml<!
hq{<mk<kq!Zt<tOk!n{<ml<!
n{<mLl<!hq{<mL!olie<Ox!
nxqf<K!kie<!hiIg<Gl<!OhiK”!
.!sm<mLeq!Riel<!
Astral influences: 
All the influences that come from the sun, planets and stars act on human 
bodies.  
Moon exercises a very bad influence over the disease in general, especially 
during the period of new moon. Examples are paralysis, brain affections, dropsy, and 
stimulation of sexual passions. Mars causes women’s suffering from want of blood 
and nervous strength. A conjugation of the moon with other planets such as Venus, 
mars, etc may make her influence still more injurious. 
 The 8th place from the laghanam deals about ones age, chronic disease, death 
etc. 
“$v{il<!gizlqVk<kqObiM!wm<mil<!
Kjxzg<gqeikqBl<!%ccz<!
hivlil<!gz<zigqEl!-cObEl<!
hm<M!-xf<kqMuie<!lx<xqe<el<!
OsvOu!nm<mlikq!fQsk<kqz<!
osxqf<K!he<eqv{<M!NX!wm<cz<!
uQvlil<!gVr<Ogit<!Ofig<gOu!Ge<l!
uqbikqbim<!uqbljmf<kqMue<”  
!!!!!! .!Osikqm!nzr<givl<!
In the organisms of man, these forces may act in an abnormal manner and 
cause disease. Similarly in the great organism of the cosmos they may act abnormally 
likewise and bring about disease on earth and its atmospheric condition like 
earthquake, storms etc. The mar invisibly influences human’s blood constituents. The 
Venus makes love between two persons of the opposite sex. 
The following are the instance in which every sign of the zodiac has effects  
towards some particular parts of the body. 
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1.  According to T.V.S Dictionary. 
1. Aries  - To the neck 
2. Taurus  - Neck and shoulder 
3. Gemini  - Arms and hands 
4. Cancer  - Chest and adjacent parts. 
5. Leo   - The heart and stomach 
6. Virgo  - The intestine, base of stomach and umbilicus 
7. Libra  -  Kidney 
8. Scorpio   - Genitals 
9. Sagittarius   - Lips 
10. Capricorns  - Knees 
11. Aquarius   - Legs 
12. Pisces  - Feet  
 
2. According to literature Thiruvalluvar periya sunthara sekaram. 
1. Mesam   –  Head 
2. Risabam   –  Face 
3. Mithunam   –  Neck 
4. Kadagam   –  Shoulder 
5. Simmam   –  Chest 
6. Kanni   –  Side of body 
7. Thulam   –  Posterior trunk (muthugu), stomach 
8. Virutchigam  –  Testis 
9. Thanusu   –  Thigh (thudai) 
10. Magaram   –  Knee 
11. Kumbam   –  Calcanium 
12. Minam   –  Foot 
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The different planets influence the human organ. 
1. According to literature Siddha maruthuvanga surukkam: 
Like the signs of the zodiac, each of the planets has jurisdiction over some 
parts of the body. The seven planets exercise special power over some parts of the 
body to cause disease or diseases according to their influences on the three humors in 
the system: 
 
1. Saturn  
It presides over bones, teeth, cartilages, ear, spleen, bladder and brain and 
gives rise to fever, leprosy, tabes, paralysis, dropsy, cancer, cough, asthma, phthisis, 
deafness of the right ear, hernia, etc. 
 
2. Jupiter  
It has jurisdiction over the blood, liver, pulmonary veins, diaphragm, muscles 
of the trunk and sense of touch and smell. 
 
3. Mars  
It has power over the bile, gall bladder, left ear, pudendum, kidneys, fever, 
jaundice, convulsions, hemorrhage, carbuncle, erysipelas, ulcer etc. 
 
4. Venus  
It presides over the pituitous blood and semen, throat, breast, abdomen, uterus, 
genitalia, taste, smell, pleasurable sensation, gonorrhea, barrenness, abscesses or even 
death from sexual or poison. 
 
5. Mercury  
It has jurisdiction over the animal, spirit, over legs, feet, hands, fingers, 
tongue, nerves and ligaments and produces fevers mania, phrenitis, epilepsy, 
convulsion, profuse expectoration or even death by poison, witchcraft and so on. 
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Planets               Organ influenced 
1. Solar force  Heart 
2. Lunar force  Brain 
3. Mars   Gall Bladder 
4. Mercury  Kidney 
5. Venus   Lungs 
6. Jupiter   Liver 
7. Saturn   Spleen 
 
2. According to literature Thiruvalluvar periya sunthara sekaram. 
1. Sooriyan  – head 
2. Santhiran  –  face 
3. Sevvai  –  chest 
4. Puthan  –  center of posterior trunk 
5. Guru   – stomach 
6. Sukiran  –  groin, genitalia 
7. Sani   –  thigh (thudai) 
8. Raagu   – hands 
9. Kedhu   – legs 
 
The related Rasi and the organs, like wise the related Kiragam and organs are 
more prone to disease in their corresponding organ itself. Therefore, the human body 
is impregnated with the vital forces to be affected by the astronomical bodies in the 
sky. With the augmented spiritual force, a sage is able to control the above said 
planets. The others are activated by the force of these asteroids. 
So by the literature Sithamaruthuvanga surukkam, T.V.S dictionary, 
Thiruvalluvar periya sunthara sekaram, the genitalia is closely related to scorpio 
(virutchigam), Venus (sukiran).  
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1.2 Siddha pathology  
This is the first medical system to emphasis health as the perfect state of 
Physical, Psychological, Social and Spiritual component of human being.  
The condition of the human body in which the dietary habits, daily activities and the 
environmental influence keep the three humours in equilibrium is considered as 
Healthy Living. 
 
 DISEASE 
Disease is also known by other names via malady, sickness, 
distemper,suffering, and ailment, distress of mind, chronic disease and dreadful 
illness. 
 
THE CHARACTERISTICS OF DISEASE: 
 Disease is of two kinds: 
 1. Pertaining to the body and disease 
2. Pertaining to the mind according to the variation of the three humors. 
 
Cause for Disease:  
Excepting the disease caused by our previous birth, the disease caused by our 
present birth is due to our food habits and actions. 
This has been right by quoted in the following verse by saint Thiruvalluvar   : 
  
  “lqgqEl<!GjxbqEl<!Ofib<osb<Bl<!F~Ozii<!
! ! ! utqLkzi!ou{<{qb!&e<X!)Gxt<*!
!
The food and action of a person should be in harmony with the nature of his 
body. Any increase or decrease in a humor viz. Vali (vatham), Azhal (pitham), Iyyam 
(kapham) leads to the derangement of the three humors. The acceptance of food 
means the taste and quality of the food eaten and a person’s ablity to digest.  Actions 
mean his good words, deeds or bad actions. According to Thiruvalluvar the disease is 
caused due to the increase or decrease in the equilibrium of three humors. 
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So disease is a condition in which there is derangement in the Five Elements, 
which alters the three humours, which is also reflected in the Seven Physical 
Constituents. The change could be an increase or decrease in the equilibrium. They 
show their following signs as per the vitiation of individual humour.  
 
Functions of deranged Vali (Vatham) 
Body ache and pain, pricking pain, the pain is as though the body is tightly 
bound by cords, nervous debility, tremor, rigidness, dryness, remorseless, emaciation, 
throbbing pain, trauma, displacement of joint, weakness of the functional organ and 
loss of function, loss of sensation, perception of astringent taste only, constipation, 
concentrated urine, thirst, sensation of fragility in the foreleg and thigh, numbness and 
pricking pain in the bone, goose skin, stiffness of upper and lower limbs and back and 
the skin, eyes, faces and the urine are darkes  in colour. 
 
Features of increased Vali 
Emaciation, body color – blackish, desire to take hot food, shivering of body, 
abdominal distension, constipation, insomnia, weakness, weakness of five sense 
organs, giddiness, lack of enthusiasm. 
 
Features of decreased Vali 
Body pain, feeble voice, decreased activity, dull mental power, syncope, 
disease caused by increase of Iyyam. 
 
Features of increased Azhal 
Yellow discolouration of the skin, eyes, urine, faeces, increased appetite, 
increased thirst, irritation all over the body, insomnia. 
 
Features of decreased Azhal 
Poor digestion, coolness and demulcent, pallor, Iyya disease. 
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Features of increased Iyyam  
Increased salivary secretion, reduced activeness, heaviness of the body, body 
colour –whitish, chillness of the body, reduced appetite, Cough, laborious breathing, 
increased sleepiness. 
 
Features of decreased Iyyam  
Vertigo, weekness and dryness of joints, causing prominence of articular 
bones, dry cough, lightedness, excessive sweat, palpitation of heart. 
 
The variation of the seven thathukkal. 
1. Saaram 
 In the condition of increased Saaram leads to disease of increased 
Iyyam like indigestion. etc are found. Decreased Saaram leads to loss 
of weight, tiredness, and lassitude, dryness of the skin and diminished 
activity of the sense organs 
2. Chenneer 
Increased chenneer causes boils in different parts of the body, 
throbbing pain, anorexia, mental disorder, splenomegaly, colicy pain, 
increased blood pressure, reddish eyes and skin, jaundice, haematuria 
etc. 
Decreased chenneer leads to anemia, tiredness, neuritis and lassitude, 
pallor of body. 
3.   Oon 
Oon in excess causes cervical lymphadenitis, venereal granulomas, 
lumps over cheeks, abdomen, thighs, genitalia,etc, Hypertrophy in the 
cervical region are the signs. 
Decreased oon leads to impairment of sense organs, Joints diseases and 
Shortening of jaw, thigh and genitalia  
   4.   Kozhuppu 
The increased kozhuppu leads to that of increased oon associated with 
dyspnoea and loss of activity. 
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Decreased kozhuppu leads to pain in the hip region and disease of 
spleen. 
               5.  Enbu 
Excess of enbu causes growth in bones and teeth. 
Decreased enbu causes pain in joints, teeth disease, breaking of nails 
and hair. 
6. Moolai 
Excess causes obesity, heaviness of eyes, decreased urine, delayed 
wound healing. 
Decreased moolai causes pores in the bones, diminished vision. 
7. Suronitham 
Excess suronitham causes calculus, increased sexual attitude. 
Decreased venneer causes pricking pain in vagina, black coloration of 
genitalia.  
.    
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1.3 DIAGNOSTIC METHODS OF SIDDHA 
SYSTEM 
The diagnostic methodology in Siddha treatment is unique in which the 
Physician examines the tongue, complexion, speech, eyes, and palpatory findings in a 
patient and also examines the urine and stools. The diagnosis is then confirmed by the 
‘Pulse Diagnosis’. The examination for the above is called as the “Envagai thervugal” 
(Eight Tools of Diagnosis).  
These diagnostic tools not only help for diagnosis but also to learn the 
prognosis and restoration of health. Apart from the envagai thervu  other parameters 
in Siddha system to diagnose the disease,  are the Manikadai nool and the Sothidam.!
Envagai thervugal 
The diagnostic tools of envagai thervu slightly differs from Siddhar to 
Siddhar.  The most common is 
“fic!^<hiqsl<!fifqxl<!olipquqpq!
! ! ! !lzl<!&k<kqvl<!lVk<KuviBkl<” <!!
.!Ofib<!fimz<!Lkz<!higl<!
OkjvbI!
“olb<Gxq!fqxf<okieq!uqpqfiuqVlzl<!jgg<Gxq”!
!!!!!!.!OkjvbI!
As per Saint Therayar, the eight methods of diagnosis are nadi (pulse), 
Naa(tongue), Niram (color), Mozhi(voice), Vizhi (eyes), Malam (faeces) and 
Neer (urine), sparisam(touch).!
hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<!
! ! ! “hiiQIfic!bxqf<K!d{If<K!hvle<!osbZl<!hq{qLjxBl<!
! ! ! fQOvObiM!lzszLl<!fqxLr<!G{L!Lgg<GxqBl<!
! ! ! siOv!bq{r<Gr<Gpz<!lmuQIgize<!Oxgl<!ubkqtjl!
! ! ! OkOvbxqBLgfic!ofxqr<GxqBR<!osxqBR<!osiz<OuiOl” 
 .!hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si <^kqvl<!
As per sait Agathiyar Nadi, Malam, Salam, Niram, Gunam, Muga kuri, 
Thegam, Vayadhu, Elamai are the diagnostic tools. 
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g{<[silqh<hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<!!
“okiGg<gZx<x!nm<muqkh<!hiQm<js!ke<je!
Kzg<gLXl<!h{<ckOv!oktqukigh<!
hGg<giqb!ficjb!fQ!hqck<Kh<!hiV!
! ! ! ! hgIgqe<x!uiIjkjbh<hiI!fijuh<hiV!
uGg<giqb!Okgljkk<!okim<Mh<hiV!
utlie!siQvk<kqe<!fqxk<jkh<hiV!
sgqg<giqb!lzk<jkh<hiI!szk<jkh<!hiV!
siIf<kuqpq!kjeh<hiIk<Kg<!oktquib<g<!giOe”/!
.! g{<[silqh<hvl<hjv!
juk<kqbl<!!
According to literature Kannu saami paramparai vaithiyam Naadi, 
varthai, Naa, Thegam, Thodu unarvu, Niram, Malam, Salam, Vizhi are the 
diagnostic tools. 
ngk<kqbI!juk<kqb!vk<kqe!SVg<gl<!
“ficbiz<!Le<OeiI!osie<e!fx<GxqG{r<gtiGl<!
! ! ! fQcb!uqpqbqeiZl<!fqe<x!fim<Gxqh<hqeiZl<!
! ! ! uicb!OleqbiZl<!lzoliM!fQiqeiZR<!
! ! ! S,cb!uqbikq!ke<jes<!Sgl<!ohx!uxqf<K!osiz<Oz”/!
.!ngk<kqbI!juk<kqb!vk<kqe!SVg<gl<!
According to literature Agathiyar vaithiya surukkam the diagnostic 
tools are Nadi, Vizhi, Kurigunam, Nalkurippu, Maeni, Malam, Neer. 
hiqh,v{!fic!
“nm<mlir<gqiqgme<je!bxqf<K!fQB{vOu{<cz<!
! ! ! um<mliLgr<gt<hz<Zl<!uibkqz<fig<Gr<gibr<!
! ! ! gm<mVlzr<gt<!jgkeqz<fickiEf<!
! ! ! kqm<mlibxqf<Kosb<Bf<!kqxLt<tubqk<kqbviOl” 
.!hiqh,v{!fic!
According to above literature the diagnostic tools are Mugam, Pal, Vai, 
Naakku, kaayam, Irumalam, Nadi.  
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mfj;jpah; itj;jpa rpe;jhkzp ntz;gh 4000: 
“ mfj;jJW Nehiaf; fuj;jhk yfk;Nghy; 
gggFj;jwptPh; ehbg; ghprk; - njhFj;jepwk; 
fl;Ltifr; nrhy;nkhop fz;fz;lky %j;jpuk;eh 
vl;Ltif ahYkwp tPh;”  
 
According to literature Agathiyar vaithiya sinthamani Venpa 4000, the 
diagnostic tools are Naadi, sparism, Niram, Mozhi, Vizhi, Malam, Moothiram, and 
Naa. 
!
ke<uf<kqiq!hguie<;!
 “kqVljx!Leque<!%Xl<!uigms<!osb<jgke<eqz<!
uVhz!uqbikqbie!ujgbxq!GuOk!oke<eqz<!
dVUX!fic!biZ!oli{<Lg!lzfQ!viZl<!
okiquqpq!fiuqeiZf<!kf<kzg<!g{k<kq!eiZl”</!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.! ke<uf<kqiq! )h/! sq/! fic!
si <^kqvl<*!
According to Literature Thanvantri vaithiyam the diagnostic tools are 
Nadi, Mugam,  Malam, Neer, Udal, Vizhi, Naa, Pal. 
!
hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<;!
! ! ! “kv{qBt<t!uqbikq!kjeb]<mir<!gk<kiz<!
! ! ! ! kiexqb!Ou{<MlK!Woke<eqz<!
! ! ! kqv{qbOkiI!ficg{<gt<!sk<kk<OkiM!
! ! ! ! Okgk<kqe!Khiqsl<!uiel<!fig<G!
! ! ! -v{lzl<!-jugotm<Ml<!-kl<hmOu!
! ! ! ! kie<hiIk<Kg<!Gxqh<Hr<!g{<M!
! ! ! hveVtix<!ohiqObiIgm<hikl<!Ohix<xqh<!
! ! ! ! h{<Hkuxilx<!h{<ckR<!osb<uQOv” 
.!hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<!
According to the above literature the diagnostic tools are Nadi, Kan, 
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Sattham,Thegam, Parisam, Naa, Irumalam. 
 
 
Tongue )fih<hiQm<js*!
! !! ! “hzlie!VsqbxqBl<!fiuqe<!%x<jxh<!
! ! ! ! ! hgIgqe<Oxe<!uikOvigq!bqe<xe<!fiU!
! ! ! ! gzlig!ouck<K!gXk<kqVg<G!Lm<Ohiz<!
! ! ! ! ! g{<M!ogit<uib<!hqk<kOvigqbqe<xe<!fiU!
! ! ! ! fzLx!squf<K!hs<ose<xqVg<Gl<!fm<hqzi!
! ! ! ! ! sqOzk<KlOvigq!bqe<xe<!fiU!
! ! ! ! kzlkeqZx<xLkq!ObiIgt<!osie<e!
! ! ! ! ! ke<jlhc!kck<K!ouTk<kqVg<Gl<hiOv!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<!
!
“Osk<KlolPf<kOhiKkqk<kqh<hifiuqx<Oxie<Xl<!
! ! ! Ofk<kqObgsh<HlQxqzqjsf<kK!hqk<kliGl<!
! ! ! Wk<kqbHtqh<HlQxqozPf<k!Kuik!ole<e!
! ! ! hiIk<KfQbqkjeobz<zil<!hir<giguxqf<Kosb<Ob” 
!!!!!!!.!ngk<kqbI!juk<kqb!vk<kqe!SVg<gl<!
!
“ Lt<tib<!ouck<Kg<!gXk<kie<Le<!hqe<ouTk<K!!!!
! ! ! kt<tifQ!V{<OmiOsi<f<!kiz<!hsif<kiz<!.!wz<zil<!
! ! ! fMuil<!hzhzuil<!fx<se<eq!Le<Oeib<!
yMfQiqz<!fioue<!OxiK” 
  - mfj;jpah; itj;jpa rpe;jhkzp ntz;gh 4000 
 
! In Vali derangement, tongue will be Blackish, cold, rough, furrowed and 
pungent taste.  In Azhal, it will be red or yellow and kaipu taste will be present.  In 
Iyyam, it will be pale, sticky and sweet taste will be present. In depletion of thontham, 
tongue will be dark, with the papillae raised and dry. 
 
Colour!)Okg!fqxh<!hiQm<js*!
! ! ! “&e<xiGl<!uikhqk<k!sqOzk<K!lk<kiz<!
! ! ! ! lqGf<kLxk<!okif<kqk<k!Ovigq!Okgl<!
! ! ! Okie<xik!sQkb!U]<{r<!giz&e<Xf<!
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! ! ! ! okiGk<Oke<bie<!kqOvgk<kq!eqxk<jkg<!OgT!
! ! ! De<xik!uikUmz<!gXk<Kg<!gi[l<!
! ! ! ! Diqbhqk<k!Lmz<!squh<Hh<!hSjlgi[l<!
! ! ! Ohie<xik!jubUmz<!ou{<jl!Okie<Xl<!
! ! ! ! ohiVf<Kf<okif<k!OvigUmx<!gqux<jx!obig<Gl<”!
!!!g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<!
!
“hjeuik!Okgfqxr<!gXk<K!fqx<Gl<!
! ! ! jhk<kqbOkg!fqxlR<st<!squh<hkiOl/!
! ! ! kiOl!sqOzm<M!lOkgfqxl<!ouTh<H!kie<!
! ! ! okif<Okgl<!-f<fiz<!uqklib<fqx<Gl<” 
!!!ke<uf<kqiq!)hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<*!
! ! ! !
djvk<kgXh<!hie<uik!Ovigqhqk<k!Ovigq!
njvk<klR<sjtg<Gtqk<Okie<!Nuie<!.!-vk<kl<!
Gtqk<kuE!liuie<!ogiMl<sqOzk<Kl!Ovigq!
ouTk<kqMuie<!okif<kOvigq!Ob”!
.!ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!.!ou{<hi!5111!
In Vali, Azhal and Iyyam vitiations, the colour of the body will be Black, 
Yellow or red and White colour respectively. 
Voice  )uiIk<jkh<!hiQm<js*  !
! ! ! “hiIh<hK!kie<!uikOvigq!bqe<xe<!uiIk<jk! !
! ! ! ! hg<Gulib<s<!slsk<k!libqVg<Gl<!
! ! ! OsIh<hKkie<!hqk<kOvigqbqe<xe<!uiIk<jk!
! ! ! ! osh<hg<Ogt<!ohzk<KOl!Bxk<kqVg<Gl<!
! ! ! Wx<hKkie<!JbOvigq!bqe<xe<!uiIk<jk!
! ! ! ! obtqkigs<!sqXk<kqVg<Glqbz<hqkiGl<!
! ! ! Ogsx<gOu!bql<&e<Xf<!okif<kligqz<!
! ! ! ! %silx<!hzuqklib<!OhSuiOv”!
!!!g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<!
!
“lilbqOz!sk<klK!nxqbOu{<cz<!
! ! ! ! uikOvigqsl!okieqbib<!uiIk<jk!OhSl<!
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! ! ! =lLt<t!hqk<kf<kie<!-jxf<K!%Xl<!
! ! ! ! -bl<hqMl<!sqOzm<Ml!Ovigqg<gQesk<kl<!
! ! ! fiLjvk<Okil<!okif<k!Ovigqg<Gk<!kieqf<k!
fiz<uqklib<!olipqf<k!sk<kl<!fbf<K!giO{”/!
!.!hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<!
! !
!
! ! “hzOvigq!uii<k<jk!hzuqklil<!uikk<!
! ! kjzOvigq!uii<k<jks<!slliGl<!.!fqjzgmf<k!
! ! hqk<kOvi!gqg<Gdbi<f<k!Ohs<S{<mil<!sqOzm<Mlf<kie<!
! ! sk<kl<=!es<Svlil<!kie<”!
! ! ! ! ! .!ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!5111!
! !
In vitation  of  vali, Azhal and Iyyam the voice will be  Medium, heavy 
and lower respectively. By the voice, the strength of the body can also be 
accessed. 
 
The Eyes )uqpqh<!hIQm<js*!
! ! ! “d{<jlbib<g<!g{<gt<Gxqh<!hjkg<Ogt<!uikl<!
! ! ! ! dx<xuqpq!gXk<Kofif<K!fQVr<!gi[l<!
! ! ! k{<jlbqzih<!hqk<kOvigq!bqe<xe<!g{<gt<!
! ! ! ! siIhigh<!hSjlsquh<!OhXr<!gi[l<!
! ! ! ue<jlbqzi!jubOvigq!uqpqgt<!kiEl<!
! ! ! ! utlie!ou{<jlfqx!Olki!eiGl<!
! ! ! kq{<jlbqzik<!okif<kOvigq!bqe<xe<!g{<gt<!
! ! ! ! kQm<Muib<!hzfqxole<!xjxb!ziOl”/!
.!g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<!
!
“gi[gqe<x!uik!Ovigqg<G!g{<gt<!
! ! ! ! gVfqxlib<!ofif<Klqgk<!k{<{QIhiBl<!
! ! ! h,[gqe<x!hqk<kOvigqgc!lR<st<!OhizqVg<gl<!
squh<H!fqxh<ohizqU!Okie<Xl<” 
.!hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<!
!
! ! ! g{<gXk<K!fQOvicz<!gizil<!fMuigqz<!
! ! ! g{<hsg<Gl<!osgg<Gl<!gjmbigqz<!.!g{<hQjt!
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! ! ! sic!ouTg<GOl!se<eq!uikl<!hqk<kLole<!
! ! ! Oxicbgi!lijz!hsg<Gl<”!!
.!ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!5111!
! ! ! !
In vali disease the venvizhi are blackish colour, in Azhal disease they 
are yellow, in Iyya disease they are whitish in colour and in thontha disease 
they are multi colour. In vali disease the tearing will be increasingly 
present.  In disturbance of all three humuor, eyes will be inflamed and red. 
!
Faeces!)lzh<!hIQm<js*!
! ! ! “yg<GOl!uikOfib<!lzk<jkh<!hiIg<gqz<!
! ! ! ! dgf<klzl<!gXgqOb!gXk<kq!Vg<Gl<!
! ! ! lqg<ghqk<k!Ofib<lzk<jk!Bx<Xh<!hiIg<gqz<!
! ! ! ! lqGf<ksquh<!Hme<hSjl!kiEf<!Okix<Xl<!
! ! ! jlg<Gujt!liOeOg!jtb!Ovigl<!
! ! ! ! lzlKkie<!ou{<jlfqx!libqVg<Gl<!
! ! ! hg<Guli!bql<&e<Xf<!okif<kqh<!higqz<!
! ! ! ! hgVlqe<!eqxr<gt<ujg!hiqf<K!gi[l<” <!
!!!g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<!
!
“OlUl<!uik!LjmbuI!olb<lzR<!
! ! ! sQuqkigg<!gVgqMR<!osl<lqOb!
! ! ! hijuOb!hqk<kk<!OkiIlzl<!hiIk<kqc!
! ! ! ziuqOb!obP!le<eqx!lR<sOt” 
!!!ke<uf<kqiq!)hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<*!
!
“gXk<klz!hf<klzr<!giziGl<!hqk<kl<!
sqXk<kLm<!c{l<osl<jl!OsVl<!.!ohiXk<okiVg<giz<!
sQklzf<!kqz<jzBlil<!Osi<f<khz!Ovigqbil<!
lQklzl<!w{<{qxL!Ol”!
.!ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!5111!
!
In provoked Vali - faeces is hard, dry and black in colour. In Azhal 
vitiation, it is yellow. In Iyyam disturbance it is pale. 
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Urine (fQIh<!hiqm<js*!
! ! ! “uikOvi!gl<oktqf<kie<!lR<stqk<kie<!lx<jxbiK!
! ! ! sQkEjvk<!kii<hzuil<!Osi<f<kOfib<!.!Ogikgzi!
! ! ! &k<kqvk<kqe<!d{<jl!olipqf<Okil<!-eqs<osiz<uil<!
! ! ! fik<kqvk<kqe<!dt<tujg!fil<”!!
! ! ! ! ! .!ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!5111!
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!
! ! ! “Yr<gqb!uikk<OkiIg<G!fQIuqPr<!G{f<ki!Ejvg<gqx<!
! ! ! H,r<ogic!gXk<Kofif<K!sqXk<Kme<!ohiVlq!uQPl<!
! ! ! hir<Gme<!hqk<kk<OkiIg<Gl<!hsqbfQI!squf<K!gim<c!
! ! ! Wr<gOu!gXg<gkig!wiqk<Kme<!gMk<K!uQPl</!
uQPOl!sqOzx<hek<OkiI!fQIg<G{l<!uqtl<hg<!Ogtib<!!
! ! ! fiTOl!ouTk<Kjxf<K!fzl<ohx!uQPr<!g{<mib<!
! ! ! uit<uqpq!liOeokif<k!Ovigli!eqmIg<Gk<!kiOe!
! ! ! kiTfQI!hzfqxk<ki!oee<eOu!six<xq!OeiOl”/!
!!!g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<!
!
In vali disease, urine is reduced in quantity and blackisn in colour. In 
Azhal disease, urine is reddish and burning sensation while urination is 
present. In Iyya disease, urine is whitish in colour. 
 
“nVf<K!lixqvkLl<!nuqOviklkib<!
n‡gz<!nzi<kz<!ngizU,{<!kuqi<f<kpx<!
Gx<xtuVf<kq!dxr<gq!jugjx!
! ! ! Ncg<gzsk<!kiuqOb!giK!ohb<!
! ! ! okiVL%i<k<kg<!gjzg<Gm<hM!fQiqe<!
! ! ! fqxg<Gxq!ofb<g<Gxq!fqVlqk<kz<!gmOe”!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!Okjvbi<!fQi<<g<Gxq!ofb<g<Gxq!
 
Theraiyar, one of the authors siddha Medicine wrote on urine examination and 
stages of health in his Neerkuri & Neikuri Neer is urine and kuri is signs and 
symptoms. He explains the colour and consistency of the urine in different humor and 
disease. In Neikuri,he describes the spreading of a single deep of oil on the surface of 
the urine Which indicates imbalance of specific dosha and prognosis of disease. The 
time of the day and Meals eaten will affect the colour and other qualities of the urine. 
Qualities of urine to be seen are (1) colour (2) weight (3) odur(4) Foam (5) Quantity 
.Normal urine is thin straw colour and odurless.    
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Nei  Kuri 
! ! ! nvoue!fQ{<ce0Ok!uikl<!
! ! ! ! NpqOhiz<!hvuqe<!n0Ok!hqk<kl<!
! ! ! Lk<okik<K!fqx<gqe<!olipquke<!ghOl”!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!ngk<kqbI!juk<kqb!vk<kqe!SVg<gl<!
 
• The oil spreading nature indicates the Vali, Azhal and Iyya disease e.g  
1. Aravu (Snake Patern of spread) indicates Vali disease 
2. Mothiram (Ring Patern of spread) indicates Azhal disease 
3. Muthu (Pearl Patern of spread) indicates Iyya disease 
 
• In Nei kuri, the fastly spread, muthu and salladai kan type of spreading 
nature shows the Asaathiyam(incurable) state of the disease. So the 
prognosis can be assessed by the Nei Kuri.  
 
Touch (Okghiqs!hiQm<js*!
! !! ! “OfbLme<!uikk<kqe<!Okgf<ki[l<!
! ! ! ! ! OfIjlbib<g<!GtqIf<K!sqz!uqmk<kqOz!kie<!
! ! ! ! libLm!Em<m{Lf<!KcKch<H!
! ! ! ! ! lVUkzil<!hqk<kk<kqe<!Okgf<!kiEl<!
! ! ! ! OkibOu!Um<{lki!bqVg<Gf<!oktquib<!
! ! ! ! ! Osk<Klk<kqe<!OkglK!GtqIf<kqVg<Gl<!
! ! ! ! hib!okif<k!OkglK!hzuixiGl<!
! ! ! ! ! hiqf<K!okim<Mk<!Okgk<jkh<!hiIk<Kh<!OhOs”!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! !!!.!g{<[silq!hvl<hjv!juk<kqbl<!
!
! ! ! ! “oul<jl!Gjxf<kiZ!lqGf<kiZ!uikhqk<kl<!
! ! ! ! kl<jl!fqjvfqjvbib<s<!six<Xuii<!.!oul<jlbe<xq!
! ! ! ! sQkLl<nu<!uixigqz<!sqOzm<Ml!olie<Xokif<k!
! ! ! ! lQkLl<nu<!uixiG!Olz<”!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!5111!
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!
! ! ! !!!!!“Ljegqe<x!Okghiqsk<jk!hiIg<gqz<!
! ! ! ! Le<uikk<!Okgqg<Gs<!sg<vR<sx<Ox!
! ! ! njegqe<x!dm<s{lil<!jhk<kqb!Okgqg<!
! ! ! ! gkqgL{<mil<!nh<hiz<!sQktlib<!fqx<Gl<!
! ! ! Sjegqe<x!Ozm<M!lf<kie<!S,p<Okgqg<G!
! ! ! ! okif<k!G{l<fiz<uqklil<!fqxf<kie<!%xqz<” 
.!ke<uf<kqiq!)hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!si^<kqvl<* 
!! In Vali disease some of the body areas are chill and in some areas they are hot. 
In Azhal  disease heatness can be felt. In Iyya disease chillness can be felt. In 
Thontham disease different sense will be felt. 
Naadi (fic* 
 The ‘Pulse Diagnosis’ is very unique in Siddha Medicine, which was 
introduced to other Indian Systems of Medicine at a later period. The pulse is 
examined in the Right hand for males and the left hand for females. The pulse is 
recorded at the Radial-artery. Diagnosis and Prognosis are done by reading of the 
pulse. 
 Naadi is nothing but, the vital energy that sustains the life in our body. Naadi 
plays the most important role in envagai thervu and it has been considered to be the 
most important for assessing the prognosis and diagnosis of the disease. Any variation 
that occurs in the three humours is reflected in the naadi.  These three humours 
organize, regularize and integrate the functions of the human body.  So, naadi serves 
as a good indicator of all ill health.   
fic!hiIg<Gl<!ujg!
“hii<g<gqz<big<!jguqgivl<!hii<k<ki!zimui<g<G!
! ! Wx<Gl<!uzg<jg!-mg<jg!–!lmuii<g<gil<!
! ! nr<Gm<m!&zl<!njug<gh<hiz<!ouu<Ouxib<!
! ! hr<gqm<M!&uqvziz<!hii<” 
      - ngk<kqbi<!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!ou{<hi!5111!
!
!
! !
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!
! ! “-Mole<x!ficgt<hiIg<Gl<!ujgjbg<!OgT!
! ! ! we<eoue<xiz<!fMuqvz<!fQuqh<hqe<Oe!
! ! nMole<x!nMk<kuqvz<!Olikqvlil<!uqvjz!
! ! ! nh<hOe!-Tk<khqe<H!S{<MuqvzqTk<K!
! ! dMole<x!K~{<Muqv!zqTk<K!nh<hiz<!
! ! ! dk<kokiV!nr<Gm<m!uqvjzfQ!uqg<gvk<kqz<!
! ! hMole<x!sQObikq!nr<GzOli!kt<tq!
! ! ! hiIkmuq!&e<Xkvl<!Svl<hiIg<Gl<!ujbOb!
ujg!we<e!uiklK!y{<{jvbil<!hqk<kl<!
! ! ! utjlobie<X!nb<br<giz<!utlib<fqx<gqz<!
hjgbqz<jz!ficgTf<!okif<k!lqz<jz!
! ! ! h{<hie!SgoisV'hg<!%Xosie<Oee<”!
. ngk<kqbI!geg!l{q!211!
 
Naadi is felt as, 
 Vali - Tip of index finger 
 Azhal - Tip of middle finger 
  Iyyam - Tip of ring finger!!
!
&ujgBl<!lik<kqjv!ntUl<!
“upr<gqb!uikl<!lik<kqjv!ye<xigqz<!
upr<gqb!hqk<kl<!ke<eqz<!njvuisq!
npr<Gl<!ghf<kie<!nmr<gqOb!giOzicz<!
hqpr<gqb!sQux<Gh<!hqsogie<X!-z<jzOb”/!
. Ofib<!fimz<!Lkz<!higl<!
!
The normal unit of pulse diagnosis is 1 for Vali (Vatham), ½ for Azhal 
(Pitham) and ¼ for Iyyam ( Kapham). 
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The Gait of the Naadi : 
Compared to the various animals, reptiles and birds. 
  
“uigqze<er<!Ogipq!lbqoze!fmg<Gl<!uikl<!
Wgqb!uijlbm<jm!bqjuobe!fmg<Gl<!hqk<kl<!
Ohigqb!kujt!hil<H!Ohizuil<!Osk<Klf<kie<” 
.!Ofib<!fimz<!Lkz<!higl<!
 
Vali - Movement of Swan and Peacock 
 Azhal - Movement of Tortoise and Leech 
 Iyyam - Movement of Frog and Serpent. 
 
MANIKADAINOOL (Agathiya soodamanikayaru soothiram)!
   “ glzg<jgl{qg<jgbqz<!gbX!S,k<kqvl<!
! ! ! uqlzOe!Ofig<gqOb!OumliLeq!
! ! ! kqlqzil<!hq{qbK!Osvs<!osh<hqOb!
! ! ! nlzeiLeqg<G!Le<eVtqs<!osb<kOk” 
   “l{qg<gjm!fiz<uqvz<!kt<tq!ue<jlbib< 
! ! ! k{qg<gqjmg<gbX!Ohim<mtf<K!hii<g<jgbqz<!
! ! ! g{qk<kqMl<!uqvz<kjeg<!g{<M!osiz<zOu!
! ! ! hq{qk<kqMl<!Ofib<gjth<!hqiqk<Kjvg<GOl”!
! ! ! ! ! ! ! .!hkqo{{<!sqk<kI!fic!Fiz<!
According to the Pathinen siddhar naadinool, Manikadainool is also used for 
diagnosis.  This manikkadai nool is a parameter to diagnose the disease through 
measuring the circumference of the wrist by the thread and then measuring the thread 
with the patient’s finger. By this measurement the disease can be diagnosed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
 
AIM AND OBJECTIVE 
 
Our Siddha system is based on humoral theory. The homeostasis of the three 
humors is responsible for good health. The homeostasis of the three humors  is 
influenced  by food habits, day to day activities and environmental factors. Disease is 
the manifestation of imbalanced state of the three humors.  
 
Yugi Muni, the author of Yugi Vaithya Sinthamani, classifies AttaSoolai 
under vali diseases. By classification itself, it is established that AttaSoolai is due to 
alteration of predominantly vali humor.  
 
AttaSoolai comprises of the following symptoms, viz., constipation with pain 
around the anus, fear, fatigue pain in the groin region,  oliguria with pain, perspiration 
and intolerable pain due to the above symptoms. By the symptom descent of vagina, 
this disease comes under gynaec disorders. 
 
Women in the reproductive age group constitute about 25% of the Indian 
population. Prolapse of genital organs are becoming common nowadays among 
Gynaec disorders, particularly affecting the multiparaous women. It is one of the 
genital tract diseases that cause severe embarrassment both physically and mentally.  
 
 The role of women in framing the society is obviously greater. So, 
concentrating on her health becomes more important. As vaginal prolapse is now 
becoming common among Gynaecological diseases, I selected AttaSoolai as my 
dissertation topic.  
 
A. Primary Aim: 
To diagnose AttaSoolai through Envagai Thervu, Manikadai Nool, Nilam, 
Kaalam and Sothidam along with clinical symptoms. 
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B. Secondary Aim: 
• To analyse the ‘Mukutra verupaadu’ (Siddha Pathogenesis) of AttaSoolai. 
• To establish that how the vitiated vali kutram causes this disease. 
• To ascertain the etiology of this disease. 
• To study the clinical course of AttaSoolai on the basis of Siddha principles. 
•  To establish the preventive measures of this disease. 
• To evaluate the fate of this disease with Siddha treatment. 
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B. Secondary Aim:
x To analyse the ‘Mukutra verupaadu’ (Siddha Pathogenesis) of AttaSoolai. 
x To establish that how the vitiated vali kutram causes this disease. 
x To ascertain the etiology of this disease. 
x To study the clinical course of AttaSoolai on the basis of Siddha principles. 
x  To establish the preventive measures of this disease. 
x To evaluate the fate of this disease with Siddha treatment. 
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CHAPTER-4 
 
SIDDHA ASPECT OF ATTASOOLAI 
 
 Attasoolai is one of the vali diseases affecting the female genital tract causing 
descent of vagina associated with constipation with pain around the anus, oliguria 
with pain, pain in the groin region. Pain is of pricking and darting nature. 
 
4.1 Affected 96 Thathuvam in Attasoolai 
Table showing the affected 96 thathuvam, in the case of Attasoolai  
Affected 96 thathuvam Symptoms 
Bootham  The vaayu, Akaaya bootham mainly 
deranged due to vali vitiation, leads to 
derangement of other boothams. 
Pori Mei is affected due to Tenderness. 
Pulan Thoduthal is affected due to Tenderness. 
Kanmenthiriyam Eruvaai is affected due to constipation.  
Karuvaai is affected due to descent of 
vagina.  
Kaal is affected due to pain in the groin 
region.  
Anthakaranam  The Anger and depression are one of the 
etiological factors and fear is one of the 
symptoms of Attasoolai. These characters 
make the four anthakaranam to get 
affected. 
Asayam  Reduced food intake, general tiredness, 
constipation, oliguria, descent of vagina. 
These symptoms make the 5 Asayam to 
get affected. 
 
Kosam 
Reduced food intake due to severe pain. 
So, Annamayakosam is affected. 
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Manomayakosam is affected due to fear. 
Affected Annamayakosam leads to other 
kosams to get  affected, since it is the 
building block of the other kosams.  
Aatharam  Reduced food intake, constipation, 
oliguria, descent vagina. So 
Moolatharam, Swathittaanam and 
Manipooragam are affected. 
Gunam The Thamo Guna character is one of the 
etiology of Attasoolai.   
 
4.2 Affected Uyir Thaathukkal  
Table showing affected uyir thaathukkal, in the case of Attasoolai 
Affected uyir thathukkal Symptoms 
Vali Praanan Increased appetite, but reduced food 
intake due to pain.  
Abaanan Constipation, oliguria, descent of vagina. 
Uthaanan Increased appetite. But, reduced food 
intake due to pain. 
Viyaanan Severe pain in the groin region, general 
tiredness. 
Samaanan Other vali types,.are affected. 
Kirugaran Increased appetite. But reduced food 
intake due to pain. 
Devathathan General tiredness and increased anger. 
Azhal Anarpitham Increased appetite. But reduced food 
intake due to pain. 
Ranjaga pitham Palorness 
Saathagam Difficulty to do work due to severe pain. 
Iyyam Avalambagam Other types of Iyyam affected. 
Kilethagam Increased appetite. But reduced food 
intake due to pain in the groin region. 
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4.3 Affected Udal Thaathukkal  
Table showing affected Udal thaathukkal, in the case of Attasoolai. 
Affected Udal Thaathukkal Symptoms 
Saaram General tiredness, reduced food intake. 
Chenneer General tiredness, palor 
Oon General tiredness, pain in the groin 
region. 
Kozhuppu Low back pain. 
Enbu Pain in the groin region 
Moolai Fatigue 
Suronitham Pain in genitalia. 
 
4.4 Astrological view of Attasoolai  
 According to literature Sothida alangaaram, Sitha maruthuvanga surukkam, 
T.V.S dictionary, Thiruvalluvar periya sunthara sekaram, the genitalia is closely 
related to Sukiran and Viruchigam. So in the case of Attasoolai, these raasi’s are more 
prone to get affected.  
 
4.5 Etiology for Attasoolai  
 Attasoolai comes under the classification of Vali diseases. Yoni is affected in 
Attasoolai. So, along with causes of vali diseases, the causes of Yoni rogam also 
described below.  
 
 The etiloggy of Attasoolai is seen under the following topics. 
 
1. Etiology of Vali diseases. 
2. Etiology of Yoni Rogam. 
 
4.5.1 Etiology of Vali disease. 
1. Yugi vaithiya chinthamani 
      hqe<eOu!ohie<kjeb!OvisR<!osb<K 
! ! ohiqObiIgt<!hqvi{ljv!Kis!{qk<Kl<!
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ue<eOk!ux<osik<kq!OsivR<!osb<K!!
!! likihqki!GVju!lxf<k!OhIg<Gl<!
ge<eOu!Oukk<jk!fqf<jk!osb<kiz<!
! ! ! gibk<kqx<!gzf<kqMOl!uikf<kiOe!
!
kioee<x!gsh<OhiM!KuIh<H!jxh<H!
sikglib<!ofR<SgqER<!sjlk<k!ue<el<!
Ne<oee<x!uixqeK!ohisqk<k!ziZl<!
Ngibk<!OkxzK!Gck<k!kiZl<!!
hioee<x!hgZig<g!lqviuq!pqh<H!!
hm<ceqOb!lqgm<uXk<kz<!hiv!olb<kz<!
Okoee<x!olipqbiIOx!sqf<jk!bikz<!
sQg<gqvlib<!uiklK!oseqg<Gf<!kiOe!
. B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!!
!
According to Yugi the causes of Vatha disease are as follows 
 
• Seiyal maarupadukal             
Increased intake of Kaipu taste, Increased intake of Thuvarpu 
taste, Increased intake of Kaarpu taste, Increased intake of Pulipu, 
Increased intake of Palaya saatham, Increased intake of Kail varagu, 
Increased intake of Varagu, Increased intake of Thinai, Increased 
intake of Naei[ghee], Miguntha kaatru padum padi iruthal, Altered diet 
timings and Increased intake of water, these all leads to vali disease. 
 
• Manam maarupadukal 
Increased Anger, Fear, Sadness [Thukkam], Fast running  
 
• Manam matrum Seiyal maarupadukal  
Prolonged constipation, Pagalil thungi iravil Kanvizhithal, 
Increased Starvation and Increased sexual desire leads to vali disease. 
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2. According to pararasa sekaram 
! ! ! okipqz<OhX!jgh<Hg<giIk<kz<!KuIk<kz<!uqR<SR<!OsiXl<!
! ! ! ! hpbkil<!uvG!lx<jxh<!jhf<kqje!bVf<kqeiZl<!
! ! ! wpqz<ohx!hgZxr<gq!-vuqeqzxr<gik!kiZl<!
! ! ! ! liefqgp<!GpuqeiOz!uikr<!Ogihqg<Gl<!kiOe!
! ! ! gi{Ou!lqgU{<miZl<!gVOhm<cequqm<miZl<!
! ! ! ! liejebiI!g{<Olig!lqxg<gqE!lqGf<kqm<miZl<!
! ! ! N{l<!lzr<gml<jl!br<gOe!uqmikkiZl!!
! ! ! ! gizr<gt<!lixqB{<[l<!giiqbk<kiZf<!k{<{QI!
! ! ! gizOu!lVf<kqeiZl<!sf<kqBZm<!giIf<kiZl<!
! ! ! ! Ogizlil<!Htqh<H!ofb<jb!Gjxux!uVf<kqeizl<!
! ! ! uizuiI!&jz!fz<ziOt!uikLx<huqg<Gl<!giOe 
. hvvis!Osgvl<!
!
Excessive intake of spicy, pungent, astringent unhealthy food habits, 
day sleeping, loss of sleep in the night. Excessive food or starvation, 
Excessive indulgence of sex and ego. Irregular time of diet, excessive intake 
of water, excessive intake of sour, and ghee. 
 
4/!Agathiyar kanaga mani 100 
Ngik!uikhqk<k!sqOzx<!her<gt<!
! ! ! n[Gl<ujg!osiz<ZOuil<!Hzk<kqbiOgt<!
uigie!lzs<sqg<gz<!ohVf<kQeqbiZl<!
! ! ! uijpvsl<!hqzih<hpr<gt<!lx<XLt<t!
higie!ljzuijp!olif<kl<uijp!
! ! ! hgVgqe<x!gz<uijp!uk<kg<giBl<!
sigik!ff<kqg<gib<!hvr<gqg<giBl<!
! ! ! k{<MmOe!uijpk<k{<mK!UliOl/!
k{<miZolVjlOliI!kbqVl<ou{<o{b<!
! ! ! kk<kqB{<m!ujgbiZ!LmOeOhigl<!
ogi{<miZl<!HtqlqGkq!ogi{<cm<miZl<!
! ! ! ogit<TmOe!ohVl<hbX!dTf<K%m<ck<!
kqe<xiZ!ljpkeqOz!fjef<kkiZl<! !
! ! ! sqxf<khje!oke<er<gt<!Osvs<Osv!
d{<miZr<!ogipqbVsq!dlqbqeiZl<!
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! ! ! d{<mhqe<H!hs<jsout<t!L{<mkiZl<!
out<tlkqz<!ou{<{QIuqm<Mg<!ogi{<mkiZl<!
! ! ! lQXkbqI!Htqg<GLe<Oe!d{<jgbiZl<!
gt<tIh,r<!Gpz<lmuiI!OhigR<osb<bqz<!
! ! ! g{qh,g<gt<!hiz<hpr<gt<!gVkqeiZl<!
Lt<tr<gq!gmjzolis<js!nujvLk<kz<!
! ! ! LVr<jgLk<kz<!Lh<hpl<hiz<!OsiXohir<gz<!
out<tiqg<gib<!osl<lxqBl<!dMl<HOsIk<K{<m!
! ! ! uQkk<kq!eiz<uikl<!uVG!ol{<O{/!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!.!ngk<kqbI!geg!l{q!–!211!
!
Constipation, over intake of food  items like palaa, malai vaazhai, 
monthan vaazhai, kal vaazhai, vathakkaai, nathikkaai, parangikkaai, vaazhai 
thandu, arumai more, thayir, vennai. Having Sexual contact, immediately after 
food. Standing in the rain, increased sexual habit, all these cause the Vali 
diseases 
 
Increased intake of puli, kollu, perum payaru, ulundu, panai and 
thennam kal, kozhi yarisi, umi, mullangi, kadalai, mochai, aavarai muthal, 
murungai muthal, muppazham, paalsooru, pongal, vellarikkaai, semmari, 
udumbu. Increased intake of panai vellam after food and intake of curd before 
fermenting, all these cause the Vali diseases. 
 
5/!Ofib<!fimz<!Lkz<!higl<!
HtqKuI!uqR<sqx<!h,Iqg<Gl<!uikl<!
. Ofib<!fimz<!Lkz<!higl<!
!
Increased intake of pulipu and thuvarppu leads to Vali diseases. 
 
5. juk<kqb!vk<kqe!SVg<gl<!
kie<!lqgg<!GtqIs<sq!ogit<tq!xr<gqb!fic!uikl<!!
lQe<!Lgqz<!Gpzib<!ofb<hizqjxs<sqgT{<miz<!uikl<!
kQe<lqg!uVOl!Ogipq!kqe<euI!fic!hqk<kl<!
uie!fx<geqg!me<je!uir<gqeiz<!uikliOl!
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uik<kqzqt!fQIke<je!uir<gqei!eicuikl<!
OhikOu!OgihLt<Ot!ohiVlqeieic!hqk<kl<!
Ogijk!OsIGpzit<!ke<je!%ceieic!hqk<kl<!
kQkqzi!LequI!osie<eiI!kqxLmexqf<K!kiOe!
juk<kqb!vk<kqe!SVg<gl<!
!
Chilled items, ghee, milk, meat, fish, tender coconut and fruits leads to Vali 
vitation. 
 
 
7/!juk<kqb!ohVr<Gxt<! !
“n{<cmuqtfQvr<gqjvs<sq!ofb<geqhi!
! ! ! Z{<cm!ukquiklil<” 
. juk<kqbh<!ohVr<Gxt<!
 
Over intake of Tender coconut, meat, ghee, milk, fruits lead to Vali vitiations. 
 
4.5.2 Etiology for Yoni Rogam: 
 
1. According to T.V. Sambasivam pillai dictionary  
• Prostitution 
• Venereal Disorders 
• Improper dietary habbits 
• Interoperate habits 
• Conceptional defects 
 
2. According to ‘Sidhar Aruvai Maruthuvam’ Text: 
• Menstrual disorder 
• Having more than one sexual partner 
• Having sex with a man with abnormally developed penis. 
• Resting on bed with uneven surface 
• Sexual transmission from the male partner. 
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3. According to ‘Magalir Maruthuvam’ Text: 
• Due to any injury during delivery or abortion. 
• Due to application of forceps during delivery. 
• Insertion of chemical [Padana marunthugal] 
• Douches  
• Long lasting usage of intra-uterine devices 
• Due to pathogenic organisms  
 
4.6 The Classification of Attasoolai  
 
Attasoolai is classified under the Vali diseases in Yugi Vaithiya Sinthamani. 
 
 Pavanavatham, which resembles Attasoolai is also classified under Vali 
diseases in Agathiyar Vaithiya Sinthamani Venpa - 4000. 
 
1. Yugi Vaithiya Sinthamani 
 
! we<eOu!uiklK!w{<h!kiGl<!
! ! Wx<xlil<!OhVjmb!oupqjzg<!Ogtib<!
! ue<eOu!k <^kl<hl<!uik!gi<]{l<!
! ! ujgbie!gv <^kl<hf<!kz <^kl<!hf<kie<!
! ohe<eOu!H,sqvui!kk<kq!OeiM!
! ! ohiqbgi!tiR<sg!&xi <^!kl<hl<!!
! Ge<eOu!zigi<{r<!gqiq]G!iq]<gl<!
! ! %xie!fiqk<kjzbqe<!uik!liOl/!
!
! kjzg<Gl<h!uikoliM!ljzk<k!gl<hl<!
! ! kVg<gie!hi{qgl<hr<!%eq!uikl<!
! njzbN!Gequikl<!nO]u!gf<kie<!
! ! nkquikl<!dhgkl<hl<!ofx<xq$jz!
! gjzge<eis<!$jzosuq!hMui!biGl<!
! ! gMhg<g!uikoliM!hm<s!uikl<!
! kqjzbohb<!uikoliM!hqvi{i!jzbl<kie<!
! ! osz <^kl<h!oliMsf<K!uik!liOl/!
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!
! sf<Kuikk<!OkiM!sge!uikf<!
! ! kiqk<knk<!Hkuik!Lvge<!uikl<!
! df<KLv!giiqobiM!u^<u!kl<hl<!
! ! dXkqhsk<!kl<hl<Osk<!kqvh!]k<vl<!
! nf<Kok{<m!uiBouiM!u]<m!kf<kqvl<!
! ! nkqsu{i!uiBouiM!lgiui!kf<kie<!
! Lf<KlqVf<K!uikOli!Mkv!uikl<!
! ! Lgqp<&k<v!Ukvui!kLli!oleOu!
!
! we<xSg<!gqzuikR<!suvr<g!uikl<!
! ! wpqz<Di<k<k!uikoliMlR<!Rie^<kl<hf<!
! oke<xsqvg<!gl<huik!Ll<sk<!kl<hl<!
! ! osbus<sqv!'hOliM!g{<mg<!gqvil<!
! fe<xkil<!fgiiqobiM!hkqk!uikl<!!
! ! fzqObieq!$jzobiM!ogi<h<h!$jz!
! Ge<xu]<m!$jzobiM!Gmz<ui!kf<kie<!
! ! GxqbSu!uikols<S!uikf<!kiOe/!
!
! kie<&M!uiklil<!uSui!kf<kie<!
! ! kEhQsk<!kl<holiM!kf<kqvoum<M!
! uie<uik!SOvi{qkR<sq!kuikS!Ovi{qkl<!
! ! lgk<kie!ubgqkui!ks<S!Ovi{qkl<!
! DEkqv!uikSOvi!{qkf<ke<!OeiM!
! ! dXhbqk<b!uiks<SOvi!{qkL!liGl</!
! Oke<Osm<h!uikSOvi!{qkf<kie<!lqg<g!
! ! sqek<Kkik!uikSOvi!{qkLr<!giO{/!
!
! gi{Ou!G{uuki!jglil<!uikl<!
! ! g{<mgu!kieglil<!uik!liGl<!
! Oki{Ou!sqvg<gl<h!ukie!gf<ke<!
! ! sQxqbOkii<!uikk<kqe<!xjzOfig<!giM!!
! H,{Ou!hqk<kk<kqe<!xjzOfig<!giM!
! ! Hgpie!Osm<Mlk<kqe<!xjzOfig<!giM!
! si{ge<eq!uikk<kqe<!xjzOfig<!giM!
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! ! kVvk<k!hqk<kk<kqe<!xjzOfig<!giOm!
!
! Ofig<gie!gqVlqGf<!kjzOfig<!giM!
! ! Fkx<Giqb!uikoliM!kf<kqv!uikl<!
! Dg<gie!gi<{iui!kf<ke<!OeiM!
! ! yVgjzbq!jugik!uikLOl!biGl<!
! uig<gie!uikge<e!$jz!ObiM!
! ! lVuqbOkii<!hqk<kge<e!$jz!biGf<!
! Okg<gie!Osm<hge<l!$jz!ObiM!
! ! osblik<k!Vlqgge<e!$jz!kiOe/!
!
! kieie!kf<kuiB!uqe<xe<!OeiM!
! ! kig<gie!uikf<ki!oe{<h!kiGl</!! !
.B,gq!juk<kqb!sqf<kil{q!
 
Saint Yugimuni classified vali diseases into 80 types. He mentioned 80 types 
of vatham. But he explained 85 types of vatham. 
1. Vathasthambam 
2. Vatha karsanam 
3. Karathamba vatham 
4. Thalathamba vatham 
5. Poosu vatham 
6. Kalanjaga vatham 
7. Ooruthamba vatham 
8. Vatha karnagam 
9. Kurisa kirisa vatham 
10.  Narithalai vatham 
11. Kumba vatham 
12. Malaithakamba vatham 
13. Ponikamba vatham 
14. Kooni vatham  
15. Aakooni vatham 
16. Aatsebaga vatham 
17. Vatha upakatham 
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18. Netri Soolai vatham 
19. Sevi Soolai vatham 
20. Sevi padu vatham 
21. Pakka vatham 
22. Patsha vatham 
23. Pei vatham 
24. Praanalaya vatham 
25. Salasthamba vatham 
26. Santhu vatham 
27. Sagana vatham 
28. Aruputha vatham 
29. Uragadha vatham 
30. Uragaari vatham 
31. Aasuvathamba vatham 
32. Paasathamba vatham 
33. Nethra pavuthra vatham 
34. Thandaga vatham 
35. Atta thanthira vayu 
36. Vasana vatham 
37. Maga vatham 
38. Miruthu vatham 
39. Uthara vatham 
40. Moothira vatham 
41. Sukila vatham 
42. Saviranga vatham 
43. Oorthuva vatham 
44. Angana thambam 
45. Sirakamba vatham 
46. Sathasthamba vatham 
47. Vachira roobam 
48. Kanda kiraagam 
49. Nagari vatham 
50. Pathitha vatham 
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51. Yoni soolai 
52. Karba soolai 
53. Atta soolai 
54. Kudal vatham 
55. Asuva vatham 
56. Mechu vatham 
57. Moodu vatham 
58. Vasu vatham 
59. Peejasthambam 
60. Thanthira vetti 
61. Vatha suronitham 
62. Sithuvatha suronitham 
63. Vagitha vatham 
64. Uthiravatha suronitham  
65. Paithiya vatha suronitham 
66. Siletuma vatha suronitham  
67. Uthara vatha suronitham  
68. Guna avathanagam 
69. Kandaga avathanagam 
70. Sirakamba avathanagam 
71. Vatha thalainokadu 
72. Pitha thalainokadu 
73. Setuma thalainokadu 
74. Sannivatha thalainokadu 
75. Rathapitha thalainokadu 
76. Kirumikantha thalainokadu 
77. Suriya vartham 
78. santhira vartham 
79. Karnavartham 
80. Oruthalai vagaathapetham 
81. Vatha karna soolai 
82. Pitha karna soolai 
83. Sethuma karna soolai 
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84. Kirumi karna soolai 
85. Thaantha vaiyu 
 
 
 
2. Agathiyar Vaithiya Sinthamani Venpa 4000: 
In Agathiyar Vaithiya Sinthamanni Venpa 4000, 75 types of Vali 
diseases are mentioned. They are,  
1. Oorthuva vatham 
2. Siro vatham 
3. Parisa soolai vatham 
4. Kamba vatham 
5. Oorthakamba vatham 
6. Kikisa vatham 
7. Sona vatham 
8. Aamila vatham 
9. Rasu vatham 
10. Santhiya vatham 
11. Thanur vatham 
12. Thimir vatham 
13. Anthi vatham 
14. Kaga vatham 
15. Uthara vatham 
16. Nasiga vatham 
17. Avaiyanga vatham 
18. Simmanga vatham 
19. Nara vatham 
20. Karna vatham 
21. Sarpa vatham 
22. Viruchiga vatham 
23. Mutaku vatham 
24. Sanni vatham 
25. Anguli vatham 
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26. Bramma vatham 
27. Mala bandha vatham 
28. Moothira vatham 
29. Kunma vatham 
30. Pagu vatham 
31. Parisa pagu vatham 
32. Patha vatham 
33. Visoogai vatham 
34. Thooma vatham 
35. Vithooma vatham 
36. Vichuvatta vatham  
37. Rasaseda vatham 
38. Sura vatham  
39. Soba vatham 
40. Sala vatham  
41. Ajeeranavatham 
42. Saya vatham 
43. Sutka vatham 
44. Thava vatham 
45. Sala vatham 
46. Adhitha vatham 
47. Akini vatham 
48. Thathi vatham 
49. Mathu vatham 
50. Snana vatham 
51. Unmatha vatham  
52. Kadi vatham 
53. Vayuvatham  
54. Sukila vatham 
55. Samboga vatham 
56. Kandha vatham 
57. Keera vatham 
58. Thamboda vatham 
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59. Seerana vatham 
60. Bootha vatham 
61. Mogana vatham 
62. Thukka vatham 
63. Pavana vatham 
64. Kalaga vatham 
65. Mega vatham 
66. Rana vatham  
67. Soolai vatham 
68. Kadaga vatham 
69. Saakira vatham 
70. Aathmariya vatham  
71.  Kanma vatham 
72. Thoombira vatham 
73. Kabala vatham 
74. Natiya vatham 
75. Nithirai vatham 
 
4.7 Naadi Nadai for Attasoolai  
y uikolEl<!ficbK!Okie<xqz<!
! ! //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////!
! kqvt<uib<U!$jz!uzqgMh<H///////////////!
! ! ///////////////////////////////////!fQi<g<gqiqs<svr<gt<////////////////////!
! ////////////////////////////////////////////!&zOvigl<!!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!skg!fic!
y OluqbuikR<!osb<Br<!
! ! G{f<kje!uqVl<hqg<OgT!
! ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////!
! ! sqXk<Kme<!sqXfQi<!uQPl<!
! /////////////////////////////////////////////!
! ! lzlK!gVgqg<!gi[l<!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!-vk<kqes<!SVg<gl<!fic!
!
!
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y gi{h<!hiuik!lQxqz<!
! ! //////////////////////////////////////////////!
! lzR<szl<!ohiVlqg<gm<Ml<!
. giuqbk<kqe<!fic!
!
y ohiVtie!uikk<kqz<!hqk<kR<!Osi<f<K!
! ! /////////////////////!lzl<!hqck<kz<!///////////////////////////////!
! ! ! ! ! ! .!skg!fic!
!
4.8 Diet for reducing vali humor: 
 Advisable diets 
! “!osr<gPfQi<!Ogim<mf<Oke<!lqtG!fz<oz{<o{b<!
! fr<G!ohVr<gibl<!kPkijp!.!wr<ogr<Gl<!
! %m<M!sqXLk<K!osb<!Ogikqz<!DPfqK!-jugt<!
! uim<Ml<!uikk<jk!lkq”!
. 5559!uqbikqgt<!yV!uqtg<gl<!
!
! “!ogit<TuK!hk<kqbk<kqe<!ujgOgT!nb<bi!
! ! %XOuil<!Hzk<kqbOe!Gxqh<hkig!
! uqt<TuK!Hmz<!Lkzq!njvg<gQjv!nujv!!
! ! ou{<Kujv!lqtGlR<st<!uPkjz!out<Tt<tq!
! nt<tuK!uikk<kii<g<!gil<hqk<kk<Okii<g<G!
. ngk<kqbi<!geg!l{q!–!211!
 Restricted diet!
1. As per saint yugi 
Thuvarpu taste (astringent), milagu vagai uraippu (excessive intake of 
spicy diet), kilangu vagai(tuberous diet), kaippu taste, kaarpu taste, 
pulippu, palaya satham, kail varagu, varagu, increased intake of thinai, 
Naei(Ghee) 
 
2. As per literature Noigalukku Siddha parikaram 
Orulai kilangu, Sena kilangu, vaazhakkai, maamisam, machcham, 
thattai payaru, mochai payaru. 
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CHAPTER - 5 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE – MODERN 
 
Anatomy of the vagina  
 
  The  Vagina is a fibromusculo – membranous sheath communicating 
the uterine cavity with the exterior at the  vulva. It constitutes the excretory channel 
for the uterine secretion  and menstrual blood. It is the organ of copulation and forms 
the birth canal of parturition. 
 
 The canal is directed upwards and backwards forming an angle of 45o with the 
horizontal in erect posture. The diameter of the canal is about 2.5cm, being widest in 
the upper part and narrowest at its introitus. 
 
Walls 
 Vagina has got an anterior, a posterior and two lateral walls. The length of the 
anterior wall is about 7cm  and that of posterior wall is about 9cm. 
 
Fornices     
 The fornices are the clefts formed at the top of vagina due to the projection of 
the uterine cervix through the anterior vaginal wall. There are four fornices – one 
anterior, one posterior and two lateral; the posterior one being deeper and the anterior, 
most shallow one. 
 
Relations 
Anterior  
 The upper one third is related with base of the bladder and the lower two 
thirds are with the Urethra. 
 
Posterior 
 The  upper one third is related with the pouch of Douglas, the middle third 
with the anterior rectal wall separated by rectovaginal  septum and the lower-third is 
separated from the anal canal by the perineal body.  
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Lateral walls 
 The upper one third is related with the pelvic cellular tissue at the base of 
broad ligament. The middle third is blended with the levator ani and the lower third is 
related with the bulbocavernosus muscles, vestibular bulbs and Bartholin’s glands. 
 
Histology 
 Layers from within outwards are  
1. Mucous coat which is lined by stratified squamous  epithelium 
without any secreting glands,  
2. Submucous layer of loose areolas vascular tissues, 
3. Muscular layer consisting of indistinct inner circular and outer 
longitudinal fibers, and  
4. Fibrous coat derived from the endopelvic fascia which is tough 
and highly vascular. 
Blood Supply 
  
Arteries: 
  The arteries involved are, 
• Cervico vaginal branch of the uterine artery  
• Vaginal artery – branch of internal iliac artery  
• Middle rectal  
• Internal pudendal.               
 
These anastomose with one another and form two azygos arteries – anterior & 
Posterior. 
 
Veins: 
 Veins drain into internal iliac and internal pudendal veins. 
 
Nerve supply 
 
 The vagina is supplied by sympathetic and parasympathetic from the pelvic 
plexus. The lower part is supplied by the pudendal nerve.  
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Supports of uterus 
 The uterus is held in its position by supports conveniently grouped under three 
tier systems. The objective is to maintain the position and to prevent descent of the 
uterus through the natural hiatus in the pelvic floor. 
 
Upper tier: 
 Maintains the uterus in anteverted  position. The responsible structures  are, 
• Endopelvic  fascia covering the uterus  
• Round ligaments  
• Broad ligaments with intervening pelvic cellular tissues. 
 
Middle tier: 
 Constitutes the strongest support. 
The structures are, 
• Cervico – Vaginal junction  
• Pelvic cellular tissues 
• Endo pelvic fascia covering the cervico - vaginal junction. 
 
The pelvic cellular tissues at places are condensed and reinforced by plain 
muscles to form ligaments  
 
 Mackenrodt’s  
 Uterosacral  
 Pubocervical  
 
The arrangement of condensed pelvic cellular tissues is the cardinal support of the 
uterus. 
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Inferior tier 
 The Support is principally given by the musculofascial tone of the vagina 
which is supported by the fascial condensation of the vault and by the pelvic floor at 
the lower end. 
 
Supports of vagina 
• Anterior vaginal wall 
• Positional support 
In the erect posture the Vagina makes an angle of 45o to the horizontal. 
Any raised intra – abdominal pressure is transmitted to the anterior 
vaginal wall which is apposed to the posterior vaginal wall. 
 
• Pelvic cellular tissue: 
The vagina is ensheathed by strong condensation of pelvic cellular 
tissue called endopelvic fascia. Traced below, they form the posterior 
urethral ligament giving strong support to the urethra. Traced laterally, 
these form the pubo cervical fascia  
 
• Bladder 
It directly supports the anterior vaginal wall. 
 
• Posterior vaginal wall. 
 
   It is supported by: 
• Endopelvic fascial sheath 
• Uterosacral ligament  
• Levator ani muscles  
• Urogenital diaphragm 
• Perineal body. 
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VAGINAL PROLAPSE 
 It includes descent of anterior or posterior wall of vagina with or without 
descent of uterus. 
 
Aetiology:   
 The vaginal prolapse  occurs due to weakness of the structures supporting the 
organs in its position.  
 
 
Predisposing factors:   
 Acquired: 
  Vaginal delivery with consequent injury to the supporting structures.  
The injury is caused by: 
 
1. Overstretching of the Mackenrodt’s and uterosacral ligaments. 
• Application of forceps prior to full dilatation of the cervix.     
• Precipitate Labours. 
 
2. Overstretching of the endopelvic fascial  sheath of the Vagina:  
• Degree of distension of  birth canal . 
• Duration of  such distension. 
 
3. Overstretching of the perineum: 
• Prolonged station of the head on the Perineum. 
• Avoidance or delay in episiotomy. 
 
4. Sub involution of the supporting structures: 
• Repeated Childbirths at frequent intervals. 
• Persistent Overfilling of the bladder in the Puerperium. 
• Early resumption of activities which greatly increase intra abdominal pressure  
            before the tissues regain their tone.  
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Congenital 
 Congenital weakness of the supporting structures is responsible for nulliparous 
prolapse or prolapse  following an easy vaginal delivery. 
 
Aggravating Factors: 
• Post menopausal atrophy. 
• Increased intra – abdominal pressure as in chronic cough and constipation. 
• Asthenia and malnutrition.  
• Increased weight of the uterus as in fibroid or myohyperplasia. 
• Traction by the anterior vaginal wall or cervical polyp. 
 
Clinical Types: 
 
 While vaginal prolapse can occur independently without uterine descent, the 
uterine prolapse is usually associated with variable degrees of vaginal descent. 
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Vaginal Prolapse:  
Anterior wall: 
• Cystocele: 
 The cystocele is formed by the laxity of the upper half of the anterior vaginal 
wall with adjacent injury of the pubocervical  fascia. As the bladder base is closely 
related to the area, there is herniation of the bladder through the lax anterior wall. 
 
• Urethrocele: 
 When there is laxity of the lower third of the anterior vaginal wall, the urethra 
herniates through it. This may appear independently or usually along with cystocele 
and is called cystourethrocele. 
 
Posterior wall: 
• Relaxed Perineum: 
Torn perineal body produces gaping introitus with bulge of the lower part of the 
posterior vaginal wall. 
 
 
• Rectocele: 
 There is laxity of the middle third of the posterior vaginal wall and the 
adjacent rectovaginal septum. As a result, there is herniation of the rectum through the 
lax area. 
 
Vault Prolapse:  
• Enterocele: 
 Laxity of the upper third of the posterior vaginal wall results in herniation  of 
the pouch of Douglas. It may contain omentum or even gut. 
 
• Secondary Vault Prolapse: 
 Cystocele  occurs first following either vaginal or abdominal hysterectomy. 
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Uterine Prolapse: 
• Uterovaginal: 
 Cystocele occurs first followed by traction effect on the cervix causing 
retroversion of the uterus.  
 
Degrees of uterine prolapse: 
• First degree 
 The uterus descends  down from its normal position but the external os 
still remains inside the vagina. 
• Second degree 
 The external os protrudes outside the vaginal introitus but the uterine 
body still remains inside the vigina. 
• Third degree 
 Syn : Procidentia, Complete prolapse. 
 The uterine body descends to lie outside the introitus. 
 
Clinical Features: 
• ‘Something ‘Coming down’ when the patient is on her feet. The sensation is 
not there when she lies down. 
• Backache. This is often due simply to the patient being over weight. 
• Increased frequency of micturition. 
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 This is at first due to incomplete emptying, but sooner or later is aggravated by 
cystitis. 
• A ‘bearing down’ sensation, analogous to the parturient woman’s desire to 
push. This is probably, caused by Pelvic venous congestion, and pressure from 
the abdominal contents on an inadequate pelvic floor. 
• Stress Incontinence. 
This is by no means always present. Sometimes it is found that reduction of 
the prolapse causes stress incontinence. 
 
• Coital Problems. 
 The patient may admit to difficulties with intercourse only on direct 
questioning. 
 
• Difficulty in voiding urine and defaecating. 
 The patient may find that it is impossible to initiate micturition except by 
pushing up the cystocele with her finger. In the same way the rectocele must be 
pushed back to allow emptying of the rectum. 
 
Fate: 
Vaginal mucosa  
 The mucosa become stretched and if exposed to air, becomes thickened and 
dry with surface keratinisation. There may be pigmentation. 
 
Decubitus ulcer  
 It is a trophic ulcer always found at the dependent part of the prolapsed mass 
lying outside the introitus. 
 
Cervix 
Vaginal Part 
 There is chronic congestion which may lead to hyperplasia and hypertrophy of 
the fibro-musculo-glandular components. Addition of infection leads to purulent or at 
times blood stained discharge from ulceration. 
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Supra Vaginal Part 
 The supravaginal part becomes elongated due to the strain imposed by the pull 
of the cardinal ligaments. 
 
Urinary System 
 Bladder 
 Due to incomplete emptying of the bladder, there is hypertrophy of the bladder 
wall and trabeculation. Incomplete evacuation also favours cystitis. 
 
 Ureters  
 Hydro ureteric changes occur due to mechanical obstruction of the ureters by 
the hiatus of the pelvic floor. Infection of the bladder ascend up to produce pyelitis or 
pyelonephritis. 
 
 On rare occasions, uraemia may occur specially in long standing cases of 
procidentia.  
 
Incarceration 
 At times, infection of the paravaginal and cervical tissues makes the entire 
prolapsed mass  oedematous and congested. 
 
Peritonitis 
 The peritoneal infection may occur through the Posterior Vaginal Wall. 
Carcinoma 
 Carcinoma rarely develops on decubitus ulcer. 
Preventive measures: 
• Treating and preventing constipation. 
• Treating a chronic cough. 
• Avoiding heavy lifting. 
• Maintaining a healthy weight. 
• Doing exercises called kegels that are designed to strengthen pelvic floor 
muscles.   
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CHAPTER 6 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 The clinical study on topic ‘AttaSoolai’ was carried  out in the outpatient 
department of Ayothidoss Pandithar Hospital of the National Institute of Siddha, 
Chennai-47. 
 
Selection of cases 
 100 cases were seen and 30 cases were screened and selected from the out 
patient department and were followed under the supervision of the Head of the 
department and faculties of  Noi nadal department.  
 
Population and sample 
 The population consists of AttaSoolai patients with constipation, pain in the 
groin region, fear, fatigue decent prolapse of vagina, oliguria, with pain, perspiration 
satisfying the inclusion and exclusion crireria mentioned below. 
 
 The sample consists of AttaSoolai patients attending the out patient 
department of Ayothidoss  pandithar Hospital of the National Institute of Siddha, 
Chennai – 47.  
 
Inclusion criteria 
1. Age between 30 years to 70 years  
2. Duration of the AttaSoolai less than 5 years. 
 
Exclusion Criteria  
1. Patients with any serious illness. 
 
Evaluation of clinical parameters  
  During interrogation, the cases were subjected to careful examination 
which involved history taking and examination of clinical features. The signs and 
symptoms of AttaSoolai as per the literature Yugimuni Vaithiya Sinthamani, are 
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constipation, pain in the groin region, fear, fatigue decent of vagina, oliguria with 
pain, peraspiration. The detailed history of the past and present illness, dietary habits, 
Gynaecological and Obstetric history were also taken, before considering the case for 
selection in this study. The patients satisfying inclusion and exclusion criteria will be 
admitted to the study. 
 
Study on Siddha Clinical Diagnosis  
 The Envagai Thervu, Mukkutram, Udal Thathukal, Manikadai Nool, Nilam, 
Kaalam and Sothidam of the patient were assessed.  
 
Modern parameters  
 The following routine laboratory investigations were carried out in the 
patients. 
  Blood 
 Total Count 
 Differential Count 
 Erythrocyte sedimentation rate 
 Haemoglobin estimation 
 Blood  sugar. 
 
Urine 
 Albumin  
 Sugar 
 Deposits.   
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CHAPTER 7  
OBSERVATION AND RESULTS 
 
 In the present study comprising 30 patients, all were between the ages 30 to 70 
years. No patients were below 30 and above 70 years. The incidence of Attasoolai 
during season of the year, month of the year, was also studied, among the 30 patients 
admitted in the O.P.D (28 cases ) and I.P.D (2 cases) of Ayothidoss pandithar 
hospital, National institute of Siddha. The incidence in the three periods of human life 
namely Vali kaalam, Azhal kaalam and Iyya kaalam is noted.  
 
7.1 AGE DISTRIBUTION  
Table No. 1 Age Distribution 
Age group  No.of cases Percentage 
30-40 yrs  5 17 
40-50 yrs 15 50 
50-60 yrs 8 26 
60-70 yrs  2 7 
Total  30 100 
 
Among the 30 cases of this study, 50% of cases were in the age group 40-50 
years . 26 % of cases were in the age group 50-60 yrs. 17% of cases were in the age 
group 30-40 yrs.  7% of cases were in the age group 60-70 yrs.   
 
7.2 AGE DISTRIBUTION WITH CORRESPONDING KAALAM  
Table No.2  Age distribution with corresponding Kaalam 
Age group and Kaalam No.of cases Percentage 
1-33 yrs – Iyya Kaalam 3 10 
33-66 yrs – Azhal Kaalam 25 83 
66 – 100 yrs – Vali Kaalam 2 7 
Total 30 100 
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 Among the 30 cases of this study 10% of cases were in the Iyya Kaalam i.e. 
age group between 1 – 33 yrs. 83% of cases were in the Azhal Kaalam i.e. age group 
between 33 to 66 yrs. 7% of case were in the Vali Kaalam i.e. age group between 66 
to 100 yrs. 
  
7.3 KAARANANGAL FOR ATTASOOLAI (ETIOLOGY) 
Table No.3  Kaaranangal for Attasoolai (Etiology) 
Kaaranangal for Attasoolai No.of cases Percentage 
Increased intake of Kaippu taste 12 40 
Increased intake of Thuvarppu taste 5 17 
Increased intake of Kaarppu taste 23 77 
Increased intake of Pulippu taste 23 77 
Increased intake of Kizhangu 
vagaigal 
27 90 
Altered diet timings 30 100 
Increased starvation 28 93 
Migundha Kaatru padum padi iruthal. 18 60 
Pagalil thoongi iravil kanvizhithal. 20 67 
Restricting Micturition  23 77 
Prolonged Constipation 30 100 
Lifting heavy weight 28 93 
Fear 28 93 
Sadness (thukkam) 30 100 
Increased sexual desire 11 33 
Vaginal delivery with injury to the 
supporting strutures 
27 90 
Repeated child birth at frequent 
intervals 
23 77 
 
 Among the 30 cases, 100% of cases were having altered diet timings, 
prolonged constipation and sadness (thukkam) 93% of cases were having increased 
starvation, lifting heavy weight, increased intake of kizhangu vagaigal, vaginal 
delivery with injury to the supporting structures 77% of cases were having increased 
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intake of kaarpu taste, Increased intake of Pulippu taste, restricting micturition, and 
repeated child birth at frequent intervals. 67% of cases were having pagalil thoongi 
iravil kanvizhithal. 60% of cases were having migundha kaatru padum padi iruthal.  
 
7.4 FOOD HABIT AND OTHER HABITS 
Table No: 4 Food Habit and other habits  
Food habit No. of cases (Out of 30) Percentage 
Vegetarian  7 23 
Non – Vegetarian 23 77 
Fast food  1 3 
Betel nut 13 43 
Tobacco 3 10 
 
 Among the 30 cases of this study, 77% of cases were Non – Vegetarian. 43% 
of cases were having Betel nut chewing habit. 10% of cases use Tobacco. 
 
7.5 UDAL VANMAI 
Table No: 5  Udal Vanmai 
Udal Vanmai No.of cases Percentage 
Iyalpu 2 7 
Valivu 1 3 
Melivu 27 90 
Total 30 100 
 
 Among the 30 cases of this study, 90% of cases were having Melivu Udal 
Vanmai. 
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7.6 NAADI 
Table No. 6   Naadi 
Naadi No.of cases  
(Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Naadi Nithanam  Vannmai 3 10 
Menmai 27 90 
 Total 30 100 
Naadi Panbhu Pura nadai 30 100 
Azhunthal 2 7 
Kalathal 30 100 
Naadi Nadai Vali Azhal 23 77 
Azhal Vali 5 17 
Vali Iyyam 1 3 
Iyya vali 1 3 
Total 30 100 
 
 Among the 30 this study 90% of cases were having Naadi nithaanam as 
Menmai. 100% were having Kalathal and puranadai as Naadi panbu. In the Naadi 
nadai, 77% were having vali azhal, 17% were Azhal vali and 3% were vali Iyyam and 
Iyya vali. 
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Bar diagram showing Naadi nadai in percentage. 
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7.7 NAA 
Table No.7     Naa 
Naa No.of cases 
(out of 30) 
Percentage 
Thanmai Maa padithal 27 90 
Vedippu 23 77 
Niram  Karuppu 17 57 
Manjal 0 0 
Velupu (Palorness) 30 100 
Suvai Pulippu 7 24 
Thuvarpu 21 70 
Kaippu 1 3 
Normal 1 3 
 Total 30 100 
Vai neer ooral Increased 3 10 
Normal 27 90 
 Total 30 100 
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 Among the 30 cases of this study 90% of cases were having Maa padithal, 
77% of cases were having vedippu. In tongue, 100% of cases were having veluppu 
(palorness) and 57% of cases were having Karuppu niram. In suvai among 30 cases 
70% of cases were having Thuvarpu taste and 23% of cases were having pulippu 
taste. In vai neer oral, 10% of cases were having increased saliva secretion.  
 
7.8 NIRAM, MOZHI AND VIZHI 
Table No.8  Niram, Mozhi and Vizhi 
Niram, Mozhi and vizai No.of cases 
( Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Niram Karuppu 25 83.3 
Manjal 1 3.3 
Veluppu 4 13.3 
 Total 30 100 
Mozhi Sama oli 26 87 
Uratha oli 0 0 
Thazhntha oli 4 13 
 Total 30 100 
Vizhiyin niram 
venvizhi 
Karuppu 0 0 
Manjal 10 33 
Sivappu 4 13 
Veluppu 30 100 
Vizhiyin Thanmai Kanneer  5 17 
Peelai seruthal 5 17 
Parvai kuraivu 17 57 
 
 Among the 30 cases of this study, 83.3% of cases have dark complexion. 87% 
of cases were having sama oli. In vizhiyin niram, 100% were having veluppu, 33% 
were having manjal and 13% were having Sivappu. 57% of cases have affected 
vision. 17% of cases have kanneer and peelai sereethal. 
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7.9 MEIKURI 
Table No.9  Meikuri 
Meikuri No. of cases  
(Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Veppam Mitham 26 87 
 Migu 0 0 
 Thatpam 4 13 
 Total 30 100 
Viyarvai Normal 26 87 
 Reduced 4 13 
 Total 30 100 
Thanmai Thodu vali 24 80 
 Yoni 
Thaznthiruthal 
30 100 
 
 Among the 30 cases of this study 87% of cases were having Mitha veppam. 
87% of cases were having normal viyarvai. 100% of cases were having Yoni 
Thaznthiruthal and 80% of cases were having Thodu vali.  
 
7.10 MALAM 
Table No.10  Malam 
Malam No.of cases 
(Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Niram Karuppu 24 80 
Manjal 6 20 
 Total 30 100 
Thanmai Mala sikkal 30 100 
Siruthal 28 93 
  
Among the 30 cases of this study 80% of cases were having Karutha malam. 100% of 
cases were having Malasikkal and 93% of cases were having siruthal. 
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7.11 NEER KURI 
Table No. 11 Neerkuri 
Neerkuri No. of cases 
(Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Neer Thanmai Neer Manam 16 53 
Neer Erichal 16 53 
Neer Niram Venmai 4 13 
Manjal  20 67 
Crystal clear 6 20 
 Total 30 100 
Nurai Nil 24 80 
Reduced  6 20 
 Total 30 100 
Edai Normal 30 100 
 Total 30 100 
Enjal  Normal 4 13 
Reduced 26 87 
 Total 30 100 
Neikuri Aravam 26 87 
Muthu 1 3 
Mella paraviyathu 26 87 
Asathiyam 3 10 
   
 Among the 30 cases of this study, 53% of cases were having Neer manam. 
53% of cases were having Neer erichal 67% of cases were having Manjal niram urine. 
100% were normal edai. 87% were having reduced Enjal. 87% of cases were having 
Aravam pattern of spread in Neikuri. 
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7.12 IMPORIGAL AND KANMAENTHRIYANGAL 
Table No.12 Imporigal and Kanmaenthriyangal 
Imporigal and Kanmaenthriyangal No.of cases 
(Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Imporigal Mei 24 80 
Kan 17 57 
Kanmachthriyangal Kaal 26 87 
Eruvaai 30 100 
Karuvaai 30 100 
 
 Among the 30 cases of this study, in 80% of cases Mei is affected and in 97% 
of cases Vaai is affected. In 100% of cases Eruvaai and Karuvaai is affected and in 
87% of cases Kaal is affected. 
 
7.13 MANIKADAI NOOL 
Table No. 13 Manikadai Nool 
Manikadai nool 
(Viral Kadai) 
No.of cases (Out of 30) Percentage 
7 12 40 
8.25 1 3 
9 2 6 
9.25 10 33 
9.50 5 16.6 
Total 30 100 
 
 Out of 30 cases 40% of cases have 7 V.K, 3% of cases have 8.25 V.K, 6.6 % 
of cases have 9 V.K, 33% of cases 9.25 V.K, 16.6% of cases have 9.50 V.K. 
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Bar diagram showing Manikadai Nool for Attasoolai 
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7.14 UYIR THATHUKKAL 
Table No. 14  Uyir Thathukkal 
Uyir Thathukkal 
No.of cases 
affected 
(Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Vali Praanan (Uyirkkaal) 30 100 
Abaanan (Keezh nokku kaal) 30 100 
Samaanan (Nadu kaal) 30 100 
Uthaanan (Mel nokku kaal) 30 100 
Viyaanan (Paravu kaal) 27 90 
Naagan 0 0 
Koorman 17 57 
Kirugaran  30 100 
Devathathan 28 93 
Dhananjayan - - 
Azhal 
 
 
Analam (Aakku anal) 30 100 
Ranjagam (Vanna eri) 30 100 
Alosagam (Nokku anal) 17 57 
 Prasagam (ul oli thee) 0 0 
Saathagam(Atralangi) 30 100 
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Iyyam AvalambagamIAli iyyam) 30 100 
Kilethagam (Neerpi iyyam) 30 100 
Pothagam (Suvai kaan iyyam) 29 97 
Tharpagam (Niraivu iyyam) 0 0 
Santhigam  (ondri iyyam) 27 90 
 
 In vali, out of 30 cases of this study, in 100% of cases Praanan, Abaanan, 
Samaanan, Uthaanan and kiruganan are affected. In 93% of cases Devathathan 
affected. In 57% of cases koorman affected.  
 In Azhal, our of 30 cases of this study, in 100% of cases Analam, Ranjagam 
and Saathaham are affected. In 57% of cases, Alosagam affected.  
 In Iyyam, out of 30 cases of this study, in 100% of cases, Avalambagam and 
kilethagam are affected. In 90% of cases Santhigam affected. 
 
7.15 UDAL THATHUKKAL 
Table No.15  Udal ththukkal 
Udal Thathukkal No. of cases affected 
 (Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Saaram 30 100 
Chenneer 30 100 
Oon 30 100 
Kozhuppu 28 93 
Enbu 27 93 
Moolai 25 83 
Suronitham 20 67 
 
In udal thathukkal, out of 30 cases 100% of cases have deranged saaram, 
Chenneer and Oon. 93% of cases have deranged Kozhuppu, Enbu and suronitham 
67% of cases have deranged Moolai. 
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7.16 NOI UTRA KAALAM 
Table No.16  Noi utra kaalam 
Noi utra kaalam No.of cases affected 
(Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Kaar kaalam 12 40 
Koothir kaalam 4 13 
Munpani kaalam 2 10 
Pinpani kaalam 3 10 
Elavenir kaalam 2 7 
Mudu venire kaalam 7 23 
 
 In kaalam, out of 30 cases of the study, 40% of cases were affected in Kaar 
kalam and 23% of cases were affected in Muduvenir kaalam. 
 
7.17 NOI UTRA NILAM 
Table No.17  Noi utra Nilam 
Noi utra Nilam No.of cases affected 
(Out of 30) 
Percentage 
Kurinji 3 10 
Mullai 1 3 
Marutham 6 20 
Neithal 20 67 
Palai 0 0 
 
 In Nilam, out of the 30 cases of this study, 67% of cases were affected in 
Neithal Nilam. 
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7.18 RAASI AND NATCHATHIRAM 
Table No.18  Raasi and Natchathiram 
Raasi and Natchathiram No.of cases Percentage 
Raasi Mesham 1 4 
Katakam 4 16 
Thulaam 6 24 
Viruchigam 10 40 
Meenam 3 12 
Kumbam 1 4 
Total 25 100 
Natchathiram Bharani 2 15.3 
Rohini 1 7.7 
Visakam 2 15.3 
Anusham 5 38.3 
Kettai 2 15.3 
Avittam 1 7.7 
Total 13 100 
 
Out of 25 cases, 40% of cases documented under Viruchigam and 24% of 
cases under Thulam. In Natchiram out of 13 cases 38.3 % of cases were documented 
under Anusham. 
  
7.19 CLINICAL FEATURES OF ATTASOOLAI 
Table No. 19  Clinical features of Attasoolai 
Clinical features of Attasoolai No.of cases (Out of 30) Percentage 
Constipation with pain around the anus  30 100 
Fear 28 93 
Fatigue 25 83 
Pain in the groin region  27 90 
Descent of vagina 30 100 
Oliguria associated with pain 28 93 
Perspiration 24 80 
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 In clinical features, out of the 30 cases, 100% of cases have constipation with 
pain around the anus and descent of vagina. 93% of cases have fear and oliguria 
associated with pain. 90% of cases have pain in the groin region. 83% of cases have 
Fatigue. 80% of cases have Perspiration.  
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CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION 
 
• Author has seen 100 cases of vaginal prolapse in the out patient department of 
Ayothidoss pandithar hospital, National institure of Siddha. In the 100 cases, 
30 cases were selected with the clinical symptoms of AttaSoolai for the study. 
 
• Attasoolai  is a specific type of disecase affecting the female genital tract with 
the symptoms of constipation, descent of vagina, pain in the groin region, 
oliguria associated with pain, fear, fatigue and perspiration. 
 
• AttaSoolai is classified in the vali diseases according to Yugi Vaithiya 
Sinthamani. 
 
• In the literature Agathiyar vaithiya sinthamani venpa- 4000, pavanavatham has 
the symptoms like that of AttaSoolai. The symptoms descent of vagina, 
constipation, vitiation of vali humor resemble AttaSoolai. Pavanavatham is 
classified under vali diseases. 
 
• In the present study comprising 30 patients, all were between the ages of 30 to 
70 years. All the patients were seen throughout all the seasons. 
 
• The Attasoolai mostly occurs in the age group 40-50 years. 
 
• The AttaSoolai mostly occurs in the Azhal kaalam i.e. age group between 33 
to 66 yrs. It has naadi nithaanam as Menmai. 
 
• In AttaSoolai, majority of cases were having coating and fissure in the tongue. 
The colour of the tongue is pallor and in most of the cases were of dark 
coloured. Most cases have medium pitched voice. 
 
• In most of the cases vizhiyin niram was veluppu. 
 
• Most cases have mild warmth and normal sweating. Most cases have 
tenderness. All the cases had descent of vagina. 
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• In AttaSoolai most cases have dark stools, constipation and reduced stool 
bulk. 
 
• In half of the cases dysuria was present. Most cases had yellowish urine, 
normal density and reduced quantity and deposits. 
 
• The Neikuri of AttaSoolai showed vali pattern of spread i.e. (serpentine 
fashion) and slowly spreading. 
 
• The Manikadai nool (wrist metric sign) for AttaSoolai was mostly between 7 
and 9 ¼ finger breadths (fbs). 
 
• In AttaSoolai, mei, vaai, eruvaai, karuvaai, were  affected. 
 
• In subtypes of vali, praanan (uyirkaal), Abaanan, (keezh nokku kaal) 
Samaanan (Nadukaal), Uthaanan (Mel nokku kaal), Viyaanan (Paravu kaal) 
and Kiruharan, Devathathan were affected. 
 
• In azhal sub types Analam (Aakku anal), Ranjagam (Vanna eri) and 
Saathaham (Aatral agri) were affected. 
 
• In Iyyam sub sypes Avalambagam (Ali iyyam), Kilethajam (neerpi iyyam) 
Pothagam (savai kaan iyyam) and Santhigam (ondri Iyyam) were affected. 
 
• In udal thathukal   100% of cases had deranged Saaram, Chenneer and Oon. 
93% of cases had deranged Kozhuppu, Enbu and Moolai, 67% of cases had 
deranged Suronitham. 
 
• Most of the cases had Vali migu gunam characters like constipation, 
weakness, giddiness, lack of interest, desire to take hot food, body colour-
blackish and insomnia. 
 
• Most of the AttaSoolai cases were affected in kaarkaalam (rainy season) and 
muduvenil kaalam (peak summer). Most of the cases were affected in neithal 
nilam (coastal regions). 
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• In the population zodiac sign scorpio had more number of incidences of 
Attasoolai disease. 
 
• In the 96 principles air and space elements are mainly deranged and leads to 
derangement of other elements. 
 
•  In pori and pulan, mei and vaai were affected. In kanmenthiriyam, kaal, 
Eruvaai and karuvaai were affected. 
 
• In the Anthakaranam, the four anthakaranams, and in Aasayam the five 
aasayams were affected. 
 
• In kosam, the Annamayakosam and the Manomayakosam were affected. The 
affected annamayakosam affected other kosams. 
 
• In Aathaaram, the Moolatharam, Swathittaanam and manipooragam were 
affected. 
 
• The Thamogunam character is one of the main etiological factors for 
AttaSoolai. 
 
• As AttaSoolai is one of the vali diseases, the etiology for vali diseases cause 
this disease. AttaSoolai affects the female genital tract. So, conditions of yoni 
rogam cause this disease.  By preventing these causative factors, AttaSoolai 
can be prevented. 
 
• In the text of Siddha Research pharmacopoeia, Muthoda ennai is mentioned 
for prolapse. Muthoda ennai was administered to the 30 cases who were 
admitted in this study. The dosage is 5 ml with honey twice a day. They were 
followed up for 3 months. Most of the cases had good results. The symptoms, 
constipation with pain around the anus, oliguria and pain in the groin region 
were decreased in most of the cases by this drug. Cases with descent of vagina 
in the initial stage had improvements. 
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CHAPTER 9 
                      SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
 
1. The causes for Attasoolai which were mentioned under vali diseases and yoni 
rogam were correlated best in this study. So, by avoiding the causes we can 
prevent AttaSoolai. 
 
2. In terms of astrology, scorpio sign persons are more prone to this disease. 
These raasi patients should take care to prevent this disease. 
 
3. Persons living in Neithal nilam (coastal regions) are more prone to this 
disease. These Neithal nilam patients should take care to prevent this disease. 
 
4. Persons in Azhal kaalam i.e. age between 34 to 66 years are mostly affected. 
So this age group people should take care to prevent this disease. 
 
5. In the three humors the vali humor is affected more in this disease which leads 
to derangement of other two humors. 
 
6. The signs and symptoms of Attasoolai correlate more closely to vaginal 
prolapse in modern aspects. The vaginal proapse occurs due to weakness of 
the supporting structures of the pelvic organs. Repeated child birth with 
frequent intervals and vaginal delivery with injury to supporting structures 
causes weakness of the supporting structures. By preventing these causes, 
vaginal prolapse can be prevented. 
 
7. Muthoda ennai which was administered to the cases in this study showed good 
results. This is a preliminary study. In the future, extensive study can be 
carried out.  
 
 
By this study of Envagai thervu, Nilam, Kaalam, Sothidam, Manikadai nool 
and along with the clinical symptoms, the author concludes it as AttaSoolai 
and vali humor gets affected more prominently in this disease. 
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SL.No OP.No Age Naa Niram Mozhi Vizhi Sparisam Malam Moothiram Naadi 
1 IP788 37 Pal+, 
M.P,Bk,Fis 
Bk Reduced M.Y, Peelai, 
Pal+, Tear+ 
T.N+,M.H Yw 
Cons 
White, F.N,S.S 
Aravu 
A.V 
2 IP923 55 Pal+, M.P,Fis, 
Thuvarppu 
Bk Medium Pal+ T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, 
F+,S.S Aravu 
V.A 
3 AE5232 31 Pal+, M.P, Fis, 
Thuvarppu 
Bk Reduced Red, Tear+, 
Vis A, Peelai, 
Pal+ 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw,F.N, Muthu V.I 
4 AE2956 35 Pal+, M.P, 
Kaippu, Fis 
Bk Medium Pal+, Vis A T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, F.N, 
Aravu, S.S 
V.A 
5 AE6286 45 Pal+,M.P, Fis, 
Pullipu 
Bk Medium Pal+, 
Vis A 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw,F.N,S.M 
Aravu, S.S 
V.A 
6 AE1286 42 Pal+, Bk, 
Pulipu, Fis 
Bk Medium M.Y, Vis A, 
Peelai, Pal+, 
Tear+ 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw,F.N, Aravu, 
S.M 
V.A 
7 AG1712 47 Pal+, I.S, Fis, 
M.P, Thuvarpu 
B.k Reduced Pal+, Tear+ T.N+, 
R.S, M.H 
Yw 
Cons 
White 
F.N, S.S 
V.A 
8 AG3351 58 Pal+, Fis, M.P, 
I.S, Thuvarpu 
Bk Medium Red, Pal+, 
Peelai, Vis A 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Yw 
Cons 
 
Yw, 
S.S,F.N, Aravu 
V.A 
9 AF8577 38 Fis, Pulipu, 
Pal+, Bk 
Bk Medium Pal+, Vis A Chill+ Bk 
Cons 
C.C, S.S, F.N, 
Aravu 
A.V 
10 AG5668 45 Pal+, M.P, 
Thuvarpu, I.S 
Yw Medium Pal+ T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, F.N,S.S, 
Aravu 
V.A 
11 AH1657 45 Pal+, M.P, 
Thuvarppu, I.S 
Yw Medium Pal+ T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, F.N, S.S, 
Aravu 
A.V 
12 AH2190 39 Bk, Pal+, Fis, 
Thuvarpu, M.P 
Bk Reduced Red, 
Pal+ 
M.H, T.N, 
R.S 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, F.N, S.S, 
Aravu 
V.A 
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SL.No OP.No Age Naa Niram Mozhi Vizhi Sparisam Malam Moothiram Naadi 
13 AH2401 60 Pal+, M.P, Bk, 
Fis, Thuvarpu 
Velupu Medium Pal+ T.N+, 
M.H, R.S 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, F.N, 
S.S Aravu 
V.A 
14 AH2476 68 Pal+, M.P, Fis, 
Thuvarppu 
Velupu Medium Red, Pal+ T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
C.C, B.S+, 
F.N, Aravu
V.A 
15 AE6032 55 Pal+, M.P, Bk, 
Pulipu 
Bk Medium  Pal+ T.N+, 
Chill+ 
Bk 
Cons 
C.C,F.N,S.
S, Aravu 
A.V 
16 AH6388 45 Pal+, M.P, 
Pulipu, Fis 
Bk Medium Pal+, Vis A Chill+ Bk 
Cons 
C.C,  F.N, 
Sal, S.S 
A.V 
17 AG8550 47 Pal+, M.P, Fis, 
Thuvarpu 
Bk Medium Pal+ 
 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
C.C, F.N, 
B.S+, 
Aravu, S.S 
V.A 
18 AI4203 43 Pal+, Bk, M.P, 
Thuvarpu 
Bk Medium Pal+ T.N+, 
M.H 
Yw 
Cons 
C.C, F.N, 
S.S, Sal 
V.A 
19 AI2343 70 Pal+, Fis, M.P, 
Thuvarpu 
B.k Medium Pal+, Vis A T.N+,  
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, F+, 
Aruvu, S.S 
V.A 
20 AH1438 40 Pal+, BK, 
Thuvarpu 
Bk Medium M.Y, 
Pal+ 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
 
Yw, F.N,  
S.S, Sal 
V.A 
21 AH4283 40 MP, Fis, 
Pulipu, Pal+, 
Bk 
Bk Medium M.Y, Pal+, 
Vis.A 
M.H Bk 
Cons 
Yw, 
Aravu, F.N
V.A 
22 AG2990 47 Pal+, Bk,  M.P, 
Pulipu 
Bk Medium M.Y, Vis.A, 
Peelai, Pal+, 
Tear+ 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, 
F.N,S.S, 
Aravu 
V.A 
23 AJ3737 33 Pal+, M.P, Bk, 
Thuvarpu, Fis 
Bk Medium Pal+ T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
White, 
F.N, S.S, 
Aravu 
A.V 
24 AF387 35 Bk, Pal+, Fis, 
Thuvarpu, M.P 
Bk Medium M.Y, M.A, 
Pal+, Vis A 
M.H, T.N Bk 
Cons 
Yw, F.N, 
S.S, Sal 
V.A 
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Pal – Palorness    Bk- Black  
M.P.N – Maapadithal nil    F.N – Foam nil 
Fis – Fissure     M.P – Maapadithal  
Vis.A – Vision affected   I.V – Iyya Vali 
F – Foam     Cons - Constipation 
F.S – Fastly spread    Yw - Yellow 
M.H -  Mild heat ness of body  Sal – Salladaikan 
V.A – Vali Azhal     V.I – Vali Iyyam 
C.C – Crystal clear    T.N – Tenderness 
I.A – Iyya Azhal    R.S – Reduced sweating   
M.Y – Muddy yellow    A.V – Azhal Vali 
S.S – Slow spread 
SL.No OP.No Age Naa Niram Mozhi Vizhi Sparisam Malam Moothiram Naadi 
25 AA2632 47 Pal+, M.P, Bk, 
Fis, Thuvarpu 
Bk Reduc
ed 
 Pal+,  
Vis A 
M.H, R.S Bk 
Cons 
White, F+, 
S.S, Aravu 
V.A 
26 AF6714 32 Pal+, M.P, Bk, 
Thuvarpu, Fis 
Velupu Mediu
m 
M.Y, 
Pal+, 
Vis A 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, 
FN,S.S 
Aravu 
V.A 
27 AH4336 52 Pal+, Bk, M.P, 
Fis, Thuvarppu 
Bk Mediu
m 
Vis A,  
Pal+ 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, F+, 
Arau, S.S 
V.A 
28 AI8543 45 Pal+, Bk, 
Thuvarpu, Fis, 
M.P 
Bk Mediu
m 
M.Y, 
Pal+, 
Vis A 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw, Sal, F+, 
S.S 
V.A 
29 X8094 44 Pal+, Bk, M.P, 
Fis, Thuvarpu 
Velupu Mediu
m 
Pal+ M.H Bk 
Cons 
Yw, F+,  
Aravu, S.S 
V.A 
30 AH5692 46 Pal+, Bk, M.P, 
Thuvarpu, Fis 
Bk Mediu
m 
M.Y, 
Vis A,  
Pal+ 
T.N+, 
M.H 
Bk 
Cons 
Yw,F.N, 
Aravu 
I.V 
O.P No: AE5232  31/F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Urine Colour  - Yellow   
 
 
I.P No: 788  37/F 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Neerkuri  - Snake (Aravam)  like spread  
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ANNEXURE  
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A STUDY TO DIAGNOSE ATTA SOOLAI THROUGH SIDDHA 
DIAGNOSTIC METHODOLOGY 
DIAGNOSTIC PROFORMA FOR ATTA SOOLAI 
 
1. O.P. No.   2.I.P.No.                          3. Bed No.                4.S.No.                
   
 
5. Name                                                                   6.Age (Yr) 
 
 
7. Occupation            8.Social status  
 
 
9. Marital status             10.Parity  
 
 
11. Permament Address  
 
            
  
 
 
 
12. Complaints & Duration 
 
 
 
 
 
13. History of Present Illness 
 
 
 
 
 
 
14. Menstrual History 
 
 
 
 
15. Obstetric History 
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16. past Medical History 
 
     
17. Family History        1.No       2.Yes  
 
 
18. Beverages        1.Tea             2.Coffee       3.Milk 
 
 
19. Food habit                   1.Veg    2.Non Veg                       3.Fast food 
 
 
20. Other Habits               1.Betel nut   2.Tobacco                      3.Snuff 
 
 
 
GENERAL & SYSTEMIC EXAMINATION: 
 
21. Built & Nutrition 
 
22. Stature 
 
23. Palor 
 
24. Jaundice 
 
25. Neck 
 
26. Cardio vascular System 
 
27. Respiratory System 
 
28. Pulse  
 
29. Blood Pressure 
 
30. Examination of Abdomen 
 
PELVIC EXAMINATION 
 
31. Inspection of External Genitals  
 
32. Vaginal Examination 
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GENERAL ETIOLOGY FOR ATTASOOLAI 
 
Alteration in food habits  
      1. Yes  2.No 
 
33. Increased intake of Kaipu taste 
 
 
34. Increased intake of Thuvarpu taste 
 
 
35. Increased intake of Kaarpu taste 
 
 
36. Increased intake of pulipu taste 
 
 
37. Increased intake of Kizhangu Vagaigal 
 
 
38. Altered diet timings 
 
 
39. Increased Starvation 
 
Alteration in Regular Activities  
 
40. Migundha kaatru padum padi iruthal 
 
 
41. Pagalil thungi iravil kanvizhithal 
 
42. Restricting micturition 
 
43. Prolonged constipation 
 
 
44. Lifting heavy weight 
 
Alteration in Mind  
 
45. Increased Anger 
 
 
46. Fear 
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47. Sadness (Thukkam) 
 
48. Increased Sexual desire 
Others  
 
49. Vaginal delivery with injury to 
       The supporting structures  
 
 
50. Repeated childbirth at frequent intervals 
 
ENVAGAI THERVU 
 
NAADI (KAI KURI) 
 
1. Naadi Nithanam 
 
51. Kalam 
 
 1. Kaarkaalam   2. Koothirkaalam  3. Munpanikaalam 
  
 4. Pinpanikaalam  5.Ilavenirkaalam  6.Muduvenirkaalam 
 
 
52. Desam  1. Kulir  2.Veppam 
 
 
53. Vayadu  2.1-33 yrs  2.33-66 yrs  3. 66-100 yrs 
 
 
54. Udal Vannmai 1.Iyyalpu  2.Valivu  3.Melivu 
 
 
55. Vannmai (Naadi) 1.Vannmai  2.Menmai 
 
 
2. Naadi Nadai  
 
56. Nadai  1.Vali   2.Azhal  3.Iyyam 
    
   4. Vali azhal  5. Azhal Vali  6.Iyya Vali 
 
   7. Vali iyyam  8.Azhal Iyyam 9.Iyya Azhal 
NAA 
 
57. Maa padinthiruthal 1. Present  2.Absent 
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58. Niram   1.Karuppu  2.Manjal  3.Veluppu 
 
 
59. Suvai   1.Pulippu  2.Kaippu  3.Thuvarppu 
 
 
60. Vedippu   1.Absent  2.Present 
 
 
61. Vai neer ooral  1.Normal  2.Increased  3.Reduced 
 
 
62. Niram   1.Karuppu  2.Manjal  3.Veluppu 
 
 
63. Mozhi   1.Samaoli  2.Uratthaoli             3.Thazhnthaoli 
 
VIZHI 
 
64. Niram(ven vizhi)  1.Karuppu  2.Manjal 
    
    3.Sivappu  4.Velluppu 
 
65. Kanneer   1.Present  2.Absent 
 
 
66. Erichchal   1.Present  2.Absent 
 
 
67. Peelai seruthal  1. Present  2.Absent 
 
 
MEI KURI (SPARISAM) 
 
68. Veppam   1.Mitham  2.Migu   3.Thatpam 
 
 
69. Viyarvai   1. Normal  2.Increased  3.Reduced 
 
 
70. Thoduvali   1. Present  2.Absent 
 
 
71. Yoni thazhnthiruthal          1. Present  2.Absent 
 
MALAM 
 
72. Niram   1. Karuppu  2.Manjal 
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    3. Sivappu  4.Velluppu 
 
73.Sikkal   1. Present  2.Absent 
 
74. Sirutthal   1. Present  2.Absent 
 
 
75. Kalichchal   1. Present  2.Absent 
 
 
76. Seetham   1. Present  2.Absent 
 
 
77. Vemmai   1. Present  2.Absent 
 
MOOTHIRAM 
NEER KURI 
 
78. Niram   1.venmai  2.Manjal  3.Crystal clear 
 
 
79. Manam   1. Present  2.Absent 
 
 
80. Nurai   1.Nil   2.Reduced  3.Increased 
 
 
81. Edai(Ganam)  1. Normal  2.Increased  3.Reduced 
 
 
82.Enjal(Alavu&padivu) 1. Normal  2.Increased  3.Reduced 
 
 
Nei Kuri 
 
83.Vadivam 
 
1. Aravam     2. Mothiram      3.Muthu  4.Aravul mothiram 
 
5. Aravil muthu 6. Mothirathil muthu  7.Mothirathil aravam 
 
8. Muthil aravam    9. Muthil mothiram  10. Asathiyam 
 
11. Other shapes 
 
 
84. Paravum Thanmai       1.Slow                          2.Fast 
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85.MANIKADAI NOOL (Viral kadai alavu) 
 
 
86.Gunam   
     
         1.Sathuvam                  2.Rasatham                    3.Thamatham  
87.Udal Iyal 
 
    1.Vali                           2.Azhal                        3.Iyyam 
 
    4.Valiozhal                   5.Azhal Vali               6.Iyya Vali 
 
    7.Vali Iyyam                 8. Azhal Iyam              9.Iyya Azhal 
 
 
 
IYMPORIGAL / IYMPULANGAL 
 
   1.Normal 2.Affected 
 
88. Mei   
 
 
89. Vai 
 
 
90. Kan 
 
 
91. Mooku 
 
 
92. Sevi 
 
 
 
KANMAENTHIRIYANGAL / KANMAVIDAYANGAL 
 
   1. Normal  2.Affected 
 
93. Kai 
 
94. Kaal 
 
95. Vaai 
 
96. Eruvai 
 
97. Karuvai 
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  UYIR THATHUKAL 
 
1. VALI   1.Normal  2.Affected 
 
98. Praanan (Uyirkkaal) 
 
99. Abaanan(keezh nokku kaal) 
 
100. Samaanan(Naduk kaal) 
 
101. Uthaanan(Mel nokku kaal) 
 
102. Viyaanan(Paravu kaal) 
 
103. Naahan 
 
104. Koorman 
 
105. Kiruharan 
 
106. Devathathan 
 
107. Dhananjeyan 
 
2.AZHAL   1.Normal  2.Affected 
 
108. Analam(Aakku anal) 
 
109. Ranjagam(Vanna eri) 
 
110. Alosagam (Nokku anal) 
 
111. Prasangam (Ul oli thee) 
 
112. Saathaham (Astral angi) 
 
3. IYYAM        1.Normal                2.Affected 
 
113. Avalambagam (Ali iyam) 
 
114. Kilethangam(Neerpi iyyam) 
 
115. Pothagam(Suvai kaan iyyam) 
 
116. Tharpagam(Niraivu iyyam) 
 
117. Santhigam(Ondri iyyam) 
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    UDAL THATHUKKAL 
    1.Normal  2.Affected 
 
118. Saaram 
 
119. Senneer 
 
120. Oon 
 
121. Kozhuppu 
 
122. Enbu 
 
123. Moolai 
 
124. Suronitham 
 
MUKKUTRA MIGU GUNAM 
 
1. Vali migu gunam  1. Present  2. Absent 
 
 
125. Ematiation 
 
126.Body color – Blackish 
 
127. Desire to take hot food 
 
128.Shivering of body 
 
129. Abdominal distension 
 
130. Constipation 
 
131. Insomnia 
 
132. Weakness 
 
133. Weakness of five sense organs 
 
134. Giddiness 
 
135. Ookkaminmai     
 
2.Azhal migu gunam        1. Present  2. Absent 
 
136. Yellow colouration of  skin 
 
137.  Yellow colouration of  eye 
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138.  Yellow colouration of urine 
 
139. Yellow colouration of faeces 
 
140. Increased Appetite 
 
141. Increased Thirst 
 
142. Irritation all over the body 
 
143. Reduced  sleep 
 
3.Iyyam migu gunam        1. Present      2. Absent 
 
 
144. Increased salivary secretion 
 
145. Reduced activeness 
 
146. Heaviness of body 
 
147. Body colour-Whitish  
 
148. Chillness of body  
 
149.Reduced appetite 
 
150. Cough 
 
151. Eraippu  
 
152. Increased Sleepiness 
 
153. Noi utra Kaalam 
 
 1. Kaarkaalam   2.Koothirkaalam  3. Munpanikaalam 
 
 4. Pinpanikaalam  5. Ilavenirkaalam  6.Muduvenirkaalam 
 
154. Noi Utra Nilam 
 
 1. Kurinji    2. Mullai      3. Marutham      4.Neithal       5. Palai 
 
 
155. Date Of  Birth: 
 
156. Time of Birth:  
 
157. Place of Birth: 
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158. Raasi 
 
 1. Mesham       2.Rishabam    3.Midhunam  4.Katakam 
 
 5. Simmam       6. Kanni  7.Thulam  8. Viruchikam 
 
 9. Dhanush      10.Maharam 11. Kumbam  12. Meenam 
 
 13. Not known 
 
159. Natchathiram 
 
 1. Aswini    2.Barani     3.Karthikai     4.Rohini 
 
 5.Mirugaseeridam     6.Thiruvathirai      7.Punarpusam 
 
 8.Poosam     9.Ayilam       10. Makam  11. Pooram 
 
 12. Utthiram         13. Astham    14.Chithirai           15.Swathi 
 
 16.Visakam         17.Anusam    18.Kettai         19.Moolam 
 
 20.Pooradam         21.Uthiradam       22.Thiruvonam        23.Avittam 
 
 24.Sadayam         25.Poorattathi       26.Uthirattathi         27.Revathi 
 
 28.Not known 
 
Investigation 
 
Blood 
 
160.TC (cells / cu.mm)  :    
     
 
161.DC  (%)    :      1. P    2.L     3.E    4.B   5.M           
  
     
162.Hb (gms%)  : 
 
 
163.ESR (mm/hr)  :   1.11/2 2.1hr 
 
 
164.Blood Sugar (R) (mg%)  : 
 
Urine: 
 
165.Albumin  : 1.Nil                2.Traco                 3.+                   4.++                    5.+++ 
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166.Sugar    :   1.Nil                2.Traco                 3.+                   4.++                    5.+++ 
 
Deposit: 
                                                           1.YES                  2.NO 
 
167.Puscells     
 
168.Epithelial cells 
 
169.RBC 
 
170.Crystals 
 
CLINICAL SYMPTOMS OF ATTASOOLAI 
 
                                                                                 1.YES                  2.NO   
 
171.Constipation with pain around the anus 
 
 
172.Pain in the groin region  
 
 
173.Descent of vagina 
 
 
174. Oliguria associated with pain  
 
 
175.Intolerable  Pain 
 
 
176. Fear   
 
 
177. Fatigue 
 
 
178. Perspiration  
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